


Democratic Palestine is an .English language magazine 
published by the PFLP. It replaces the PFI-P Bulletin, which 
was published monthly from March 1979 until the 1982 
Zionist invasion of Lebanon (issues no. 25-62) and bimonthly 
through November 1983 (no. 63-69) . 
By changing the name we wish to signal our intent to engage 
a broader section of progressive forces around the world in 
dialogue and relations of mutual solidarity that will 
strengthen the struggle for a democratic Palestine in the 
context of the global struggle against imperialism and its 
allies. 
Democratic Palestine is published with the following aims: 
- conveying the political line of the PFLP and other 
progressive Palestinian and Arab forces 
- providing current information and analysis pertinent to 
the Palestinian liberation struggle, as well as developments on 
the Arab and international levels 
- serving as a forum and instrument for building relations of 
mutual solidarity between the Palestinian revolution and 
progressive organizations, parties, national liberation 
movements and countries around the world. 
You can support these aims by subscribing to Democratic 
Palestine. Furthermore, we hope that you will ~ncourage 
friends and comrades to read and subscribe to Democratic 
Palestine. We also urge you to send us comments, criticisms 
and proposals concerning the magazine's contents. 
The subscription fee for 12 issues is US$24. If you wish to 
subscribe, please fill out the subscription blank and mail to: 
Democratic Palestine, Box 12144, Damascus, Syria. 
At the same time, please send the fee by check/money order 
to above address 

Readers of the PFLP Bulletin who have confirmed their 
address with us will automatically receive Democratic 
Palestine. We now ask you to send the subscription fee as 
soon as possible. 
Those who have received PFLP Bulletin in the past, but have 
not confirmed their address, should do so-immediately and 
send the subscription fee in order to receive Democratic 
Palestine. 
We are eager to exchange Democratic Palestine with 
other publications on the Middle East and/or anti-imperialist 
issues in general. Please send your publication to our post 
box, and you will automatically receive Democratic 
Palestine. Exchange agreements established for the PFLP 
Bulletin will continue to be honored. 

All correspondence should be directed to: 
Box 12144, Damascus, Syria 
Tel: 331664 
Telex: "HADAFO" 411667 SY 

The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine is a 
Marxist - Leninist organization and an integral component of 
the Palestine Liberation Organization. A primary motive for 
establishing the Pr LP was to inject a clear class perspective 
in the Palestinian national liberation struggle. Experience 
shows that the most oppressed classes - the workers, 

peasants, sectors of the petit bourgeoisie, the camp 
Palestinians - are those most in contradiction with 
imperialism, Zionism and Arab reaction. It is they who carve 
history with determination that can persevere in a protracted 
war against the enemy alliance. 

The PFLP is deeply commited to the unity and 
independent, national decision - making of the Palestiniap 
people and their sole, legitimate representative, the PLO. To 
this end, we work for strengthening the role of the Palestinian 
left, thereby accentuating the PLO's anti-imperialist line in 
common struggle with the Arab national liberation 
movement. 

The process of liberating Palestine relies on radical, 
national democratic change or development in one or more 
of the surrounding Arab countries. This will provide the PLO 
with a strong base for liberating Palestine. Thus, the struggle 
for a democratic Palestine is linked to the creation of a 
united, democratic, and ultimately socialist, Arab society. 
This will provide the objective basis for eradicating the 
poverty, exploitation, oppression and the problem of 
minorities, from which the people of the area suffer. 

As a cornerstone in this process, the establishment of a 
democratic, secular state · in Palestine will provide a 
democratic solution for the Jewish question in this area, while 
simultaneously restoring the national rights of the Palestinian 
people. After liberation, Jews in Palestine, like all citizens, 
will enjoy equal rights and duties. The decision of the P.LO to 
establish an independent Palestinian state on any liberated 
part of the national soil is a step in this direction. It is the 
sincere hope of all Palestinian revolutionaries that more and 
more Israelis will recognize that they too have become 
victims of Zionism's racism, expansionism, exploitation and 
militarism, and will join us in the struggle for a democratic 
Palestine. 

2 This issue was sent to press on April 30th. 
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Editorial 
The historical opportunity of the present stage; transition from the stage of steadfastness to that of con
frontation. 

With the departure of the last French soldier from Beirut on 

March 20th, a new stage of the struggle in Lebanon, .and that 

of the whole area, commences. The struggle opens to pos

sibilities - positive and negative. Though the alteration in the 

balance of forces gives more possibilities to a positive develop

ment, negative trends must be analyzed and overcome in 

order to transfer from the stage of steadfastness to one of con

frontation . 

The nationalist triangle represented by Syria, the 

Lebanese National Forces and the Palestinian Revolution, is 

surrounded by objective conditions which allow these forces to 

advance and by directing a powerful blow, change the balance 

of forces in the area in their common favour. Yet, due to a 

number of obstacles within the triangle itself, gaps exist 

through which the enemy could penetrate. 

The great victory achieved by the Lebanese National 

Forces against the ruling fascist authorities, directly supported 

by US forces, the multi-national forces and Israel, was a turn

ing point in two senses. It defeated the view that the 1982 inva

sion meant a total collapse and requir,ed complete submission 

to the Ameri,can, fascist and Zionist plans, and confirmed the 

view that mass resurgence against the forces of invasion can 

free Lebanon from occupation and exploitation. It changed the 

balance of forces from the fascists preparing to dominate 

Lebanon and oppressing the nationalist forces totally- through 

the May 17th agreement, a Camp David solution for Lebanon, 

to the cancellation of this agreement due to the struggle of the 

Nationalist Forces, thereby being able to impose their own just 

demands. 

The Lebanese National Forces, backed by Syria and sup

ported by the Palestinian Revolution forced US to pull out, and 

the US was not able to return through the United Nation's 

forces. Prior to this, the US administration had rejected to 

make any compromises on the May 17th agreement, or even 

discuss any amendments to it, while the Israelis considered 

the agreement the price for their 1982 invasion. 

Israel now faces two options - both difficult. Either it keeps 

its forces in South Lebanon, which will be costly politically and 

economically as the daily average loss in the Zionist forces, 

due to the heroic operations of the armed popular resistance, .., 
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is one dead and one wounded; and the financial costs are $1 

million, a day. Or it withdraws from South Lebanon- an option 

which does not provide guarantees against military operations 

from South Lebanon to occupied Palestine. To this comes the 

aggravating political and economic crisis 'Israel' is facing and 

its present fear of the Syrian military force. Because of this, it is 

unable to launch a large-scale mi.litary adventure which would 

aim at returning the balance of forces to the stage prior to the 

nationalist victory. 

As to the fascists, the victory has inflicted heavy losses on 

them, increased their differences,aborted their plans of con

trolling all of Lebanon, and consequently they were compelled 

to compromise at the Lausanne Conference for national recon

ciliation. 

The continuation of the armed struggle against the Zionist 

forces in South Lebanon and the escalation of this struggle, 

qualitatively and quantitatively, will increase the crisis of the 

enemy and effect more changes not only in Lebanon but in the 

area as a whole, and the continued cooperation between the 

Lebanese National Forces and the Palestinian Revolution will 

strengthen both of them. 

The victory achieved in Lebanon was founded on the 

basis of the nationalist triangle: Lebanese-Palestinian-Syrian. 

The effects of this victory will therefore not be limited to Leba

non, neither geographically nor politically. This victory 

defeated the American administration's and the Zionist 

enemy's plans for Lebanon, which are directly linked to their 

projects for the whole area. Therefore, the positive reflections 

of this will gradually show in the positions the enemy had plan

ned to be their new attacking points after their victory in Leba

non. 
Jordan, for instance, being the second circle to follow 

Camp David on Reagan's list, has after the cancellation of the 

May 17th agreement, increased difficulties in going ahead with 

its and the American administration's project for negotiations 

with the Zionist enemy on the future of the West Bank and 

Gaza on the basis of the Reagan plan. 

On the Palestinian level, the reflections will be deep. It 

opens for the Palestinian Revolution to strengthen their strug-

< 
gle through fighting the forces of occupation in South Lebanon 

and mobilize through political, social and cultural activities in 

the Palestinian camps in Lebanon. It also strengthens the 

democratic forces in fighting the capitulationist trend and pro

ducing radical reforms in the PLO. 

All these elements constitute the positive options in the 

coming stage: the option of using the new balance of forces to 

advance to an attacking stage. The main element enabling this 

change in the balance of forces after 1982 is the Soviet Union's 

great support to Syria and the national alliance which will con

tinue to be the main element allowing more changes in the reg

ional balance during this stage. 

This stage also contains obstacles which should be over

come, so all efforts can be directed against the enemy's plans. 

One obstacle is the enemy's attempts to create conflicts within 

the Lebanese nationalist forces. Another is the attempts of the 

Zionist enemy in making local «security» arrangements to 

avoid great losses within its forces . 

On the Palestinian level, the dangers resulting from 

Arafat's visit to Cairo, and what followed from this visit, disen

abled the PLO from having a central role in the preceeding bat

tles, and if things continue as they are, this will be an obstacle 

against the positive option. 

For the PLO to play a central role in the struggle against 

the imperialist plans and to secure the Palestinian People's 

right to self-determination and the building of an independent 

state, unity must be reached on the basis of a national prog

ram. The capitulationist trend must be seen to an end to bring 

about radical changes within the PLO in order bring the PLO 

back to its central, political role in the area. 

The opportunity of changing the balance of forces in the 

area which would restrain the enemy and pose new questions 

was never as ripe as it is today. The qualitative support of the 

Soviet Union forms an umbrella which ensures neutralization 

of the imperialist forces; such a protection never occurred in 

the area previously. By giving the National Lebanese Move

ment, the Syrians and the Palestinian Revolution a historical 

opportunity to direct further blows against the Zionist enemy, 

further alterations in the balance of forces can be achieved. e 
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Two Military Operations 
in the Heart of the Beast 

In the space of ten days, two major operations, requiring 

complicated logistics, were carried out deep in occupied 

Palestine by militants of the DFLP and PFLP, . respectively. 

This esca!ation signifies the determination of the revolutionary 

Palestinian organizations to support and escalate the daily 

struggle waged by our masses under occupation, with 

molotovs and stones. It indicates strategic resolve to continue 

and advance the armed struggle to the stage of all-out people's 

war, as the main means for liberating Palestine and establish

ing a democratic society. 

At the same time, such operations are a defiant answer to 

right-wing Palestinian and Arab circles who try to justify their 

own surrender by claimimg it impossible to confront the Zionist 

enemy's military prowess. This right-wing trend gained 

momentum after the PLO's withdrawal from Beirut, but the 
revolutionary Palestinian forces drew a far different conclusion 

from the results of the 1982 Zionist invasion of Lebanon : Far 

from wiping out the Palestinian revolution's military option, a 

new set of political and material conditions have been estab

lished, whereby the military struggle can be escalated in new 

forms. Thus, revolutionary Palestinian forces have cooperated 
closely with the Lebanese National Resistance Front, whose 

attacks have placed the Israeli occupiers in a state of daily 

insecurity in South Lebanon. Now, the Palestinian revolution 

has shown that such insecurity can be spread among the 

occupiers in Palestine itself. 

Escalated anti-occupation resistance serves to bring 

home the real lessons of the 1982 war and its aftermath: First, 

prolonged steadfastness and confrontation, as evidenced in 

the battle of Beirut, the current battle in ·south Lebanon, and 

the daily resistance of our masses under occupation, com

pounds the enemy's crisis, paving the way for the people's 

eventual victory. Second, the Palestinian revolution and the 

masses' will to struggle for their rights cannot be eliminated 
through high-technology, destruction and massacres. 

On April 2nd, three commandos of the Democratic Front 

for the Liberation of Palestine, who belong to the Sabra and 

Shatila commando group, launched an armed military opera

tion in the heart of the occupied city of Jerusalem. These three 

heroic commandos attacked the building of the Ministry of 

Industry, Trade and Tourism, located at the intersection of St. 

George Street and Ben Yahoutha Street, and held a number of 

hostages. 
The head of the commando group directed a message to 

the Zionist leaders demanding the release of a number of 

Palestinian political prisoners in the Israeli jails. The message 

also warned the Zionists that they are responsible for any 

action that may endanger the lives of the hostages. However, 

as usual, the enemy neglected the warning and stormed the 

building as ordered by the Prime Minister. 

As a result of this attack,a battle occurred between the 

commandos and the Zionist repressive forces and the settlers 

causing the death of forty eight people, the leader of the oper

ation, Comrade Abu Rabi' and wounding the other two com

mandos. 
This operation was launched on the Day of the Land to 

symbolize our people's determination to continue the struggle 

against the Zionist settler state which aims at transforming the 

entire Palestinian land, including Jerusalem, into Zionist settle

ments. 
This Day of the Land operation was the first direct confron

tation between an armed Palestinian commando group and 

the Zionist repressive forces in the occupied city of Jerusalem ..,. 
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ever. According to the Zionist forces it was considered as the 

most courageous military operation on the occupied city of 

Jerusalem since the 1948 occupation of Pales~ne. 

This operation which was carried out by the three com

mandos Abu Rabi', Carlos and Fouad did not only fire at the 

symbols of the Zionist oppression, reppression and racism, but 

also at the objective of the «security of the Galilee» operation. 

These commandos came to tell Begin, Sharon and Shamir, 

who masterminded and carried out the ugly bloody war of 

1982, that their mission had failed to subordinate Lebanon and 
to liquidate the Palestinian revolution and its armed resistance. 

Begin wanted through his barbaric invasion of Lebanon forty 

years of stability but he got over forty losses in the most chal

lenging way, in the heart of the occupied Jerusalem which the 

Zionists claim as their capital. 

Shortly following this heroic operation, was the operation 

of seizing the bus which was carried out by four PFLP com

rades. Once again, through a very courageous military opera

tion, the Palestinian revolutionaries asserted that the Palesti

nian armed struggle is the road to liberation. Once again, our 

revolutionaries working inside the occupied homeland 

exposed the Zionistfalse pretext ofthe «security» and affirmed 
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the strength of our people's war as the correct line of confront

ing our enemy. Again, our fighters directed a new blow to all 

those who contradict our people's will. 

On Thursday April 12th, at 7 PM, a group of four PFLP 

commandos who belong to «Gevera Gaza>> commando group 

which is based in the occupied territories, seized a passenger 

bus. The bus originated in Tel Aviv and was on its way to Ash

kelon via Ashdod. In Ashdod our four comrades got on as pay

ing passengers. Shortly after then, one of the armed comman

dos demanded the bus driver to proceed to Rafah on the Egyp

tian border. 

The comrades demanded the immediate release of the 

below mentioned comrades and supporters and a safe pas

sage to Egypt for themselves. 

First: the two comrades from DFLP who were captured 

after the recent Jerusalem operation. 

Second: Yahoda Adeve, a progressive Jew who was 

jailed for his open support of the PLO. 

Third: Kozo Okamoto, a Japanese supporter jailed after 

the Lud's Airport operation. 

Fourth: The release of 500 political prisoners including 30 

men and women suffering from critical health problems, and 

Picking up the pieces 



who are sentenced to prison terms that reached life sentences. 

Our comrades made their demands known to the Zionist 

authoritie~. All along they were assuring the passengers that 

they would not be harmed. A passenger, Sidi Edmond, later 

told reporters that «the take over of the bus started when one 

of the fedayeen threatened the driver with a hand grenade ask

ing him to proceed to Rafah and was speaking Hebrew with 

Arabic accent». He added «they treated us well, but I am happy 

to be out, and very happy that they are dead». 

A woman passenger told that the members of. the group 

assured the passengers that they «Wanted peace», and that 

the commandos explained how the Israeli forces killed the 

Palestinian families and reminded them of various massacres 

committed by the Israelis against the Palestinian people. 

Eyewitness reports also mentioned that the commandos had 

allowed food and drinks for the passengers to enter the bus. 

The bus broke through three road blocks before the Israeli 

forces were able to stop it by deflating·its tires near the Palesti

nian refugee camp of Deir al Balah approximately ten miles 

from the Egyptian border. 

At 5 AM the following morning of Friday the 13th, the 

Zionist repressive forces ended the operation in a bloody way. 

They, not caring for the human lives, forced their way to the bus 

attacking it with hand grenades, tear gas and automatic rifles. 

Our revolutionary commandos confronted this fascist attack 

with all their means. According to the Zionist spokesperson, 

the attack was ordered by the Minister of War, Moshe Arens, 

and supervised by the Commander in Chief, Moshe Levi, who 

admitted that the four commandos «Were organized and 

trained inside the country and had obtained their weapons 

from within». Obviously, this statement is in contradiction with 

the usual enemy propaganda which claims that the comman

dos come from outside, and mainly from Lebanon: 

Complete censorship of the press: 

According to many news correspondents, the operation 

had confused and cornered the Zionist leaders and intimidated 

the people throughout the area. 

A spokesperson from the military censorship stated soon 

after the operation that he would not allow any details of the 

operation to be published. The Zionist repressive forces 

warned the press against publishing news regarding the oper

ation. A correspondent from the United Press told that those .,... 

Captured commando Carlos Captured commando Fouad 
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who witnessed the operation were prevented from sending 

news out. Another news agency correspondent mentioned the 

Israeli force had set up a large blockade around the bus and 

hundreds of armed soldiers were seen in the area. 

Attempting to limit the effects of the operation, the enemy 

put all possible constraints on the press. However, the con

tradictory reports coming out point to the lies and false prop

aganda of the enemy. Just as an example, the enemy's radio 

gave contradictory reports on the number of passengers in the 

bus. They first talked about 35 passengers, then 30. Another 

time, they mentioned that there were 41 passengers and then 

contradicted themselves by talking about 45 passengers. 

The enemy's losses: 

The enemy's radio quoted a military spokesman as saying 

that the losses, according to official statements, were 8 killed 

and 5 injured. Yet our sources indicate that the losses were 

much higher than that. In fact some press correspondents 

mentioned that there were many helicopters and ambulances 

transporting the injured and killed. Later, eyewitness reports 

from people coming from the occupied territories to Amman, 
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Jordan, pointed out that the Zionist casualties were very high. 

They added that only two passengers came out of the bus 

unhurt. In addition, comes the high numbers of injured and kil

led in the enemy's forces. 

Commandos killed after capture: 

As to the four members of the group, the enemy's radio 

and news agencies confirmed that two were killed during the 

attack and two were taken prisoners. This fact was also 

revealed by the pictures that were published showing two 

chained commandos. Also eyewitness reports stated that the 

Zionists killed the two commandos in revenge for the operation 

and to make sure that they could not be freed through a future 

operation. This is clearly put in Moshe Arens' threatening exp

lanation «any 'terrorist' who thinks of carrying out similar oper

ations, should know that he will be killed». This statement also 

indicates that the enemy killed the two commandos in a desp

erate attempt to put an end to such operations. 

Indeed, this is a clear violation of the international laws 

stated in the Geneva Convention, regarding political prisoners. 

It is an important issue that should be followed closely by the 



International Red Cross through an open trial. At present the 

Israeli Knesset is discussing the possible formation of an 

investigating committee of the incident. This came after the 

exposure of the incident by various news agencies, mainly an 

Israeli newspaper known as 'Hadashoot' (the Affairs) and a 
Time magazine news correspondent. 

The second crime committed by the enemy is the total 
demolishing of the homes of our four martyrs who led the oper

ation: Subhi Abu Juma' (18), Majdi Abu Juma' (19), Moham

med Barakha (18), and Jamal Qiblan (25). 

Since this heroic operation the Jabaliyah camp in the 

Gaza Strip has been subjected to extensive and widespread 

repressive and terrorist measures by the enemy. They have 

arrested approximately 1 ,000 Arab youths during a large 

demonstration protesting the demolishing of the homes. 

After reviewing the operation we would like to analyze the 

enemy's reaction which speaks for the success of the opera

tion on all levels militarily, politically and security. 

Moshe Levi, Commander in Chief, admitted that the four 

commandos did not come from outside, they were residents of 

the occupied territories. They were organized and obtained 

their weapons in the area through a special system of com

munication. This is a significant admission which contradicts 

the Zionist plans and propaganda that tries to give credibility to 

the myth that the Arabs in the occupied territories accept occu

pation and that the problem is the Arab states, not the Palesti
nians. This admission will make any future attempts to under

mine the national position of Arabs under occupation useless. 

It definitely gives all the enemy's plans, such as the so-called 

'self-rule' another heavy blow and asserts our just struggle as 

one of national liberation. This conclusion was obvious in the 

Zionist leaders' declarations. In an interview with MaariV news-

paper, Isaac Shamir said: «that Israel will be compelled to suf

fer from 'terrorist' attacks for hundreds of years to come ... » 

Former Prime Minister Isaac Rabin commented on the opera

tion by saying that «it appears that we must free ourselves from 

the illusions that we can completely demolish the PLO, as 

claimed by Shamir's government». 

The operation imposed a second Zionist admission, as 
many of the opposition parties stressed that the bus operation 

proved the failure of the 'Peace for Galilee' operation, while 

Shamir believes that his government failed in taking the 

needed tough measures against the PLO. This is a strong indi

cation of our ability, as revolutionaries, to expose the myths of 

the «Israeli security», as well as our ability to conquer all the 

enemy's security measures by our strong determination. 

The third Zionist admission came with the declaration that 

the responsibility of taking the decision to attack the bus, caus

ing the deaths of the Jewish passengers, falls on the Minister 

of War and the Commander in Chief. This of course disclosed 

the terrorist nature of the authorities even against Jews them
selves. 

Finally, we must point out that the two outstanding opera

tions conducted by the comrades of both the DFLP and the 

PFLP, were a success and both operations were able to 

accomplish the following: 

First: They emphasized the continuation of armed strug

gle as a strategic line that is firm and will not be compromised 
upon. 

Second: The escalation of the armed struggle to this 

courageous and daring level demonstrates the Palestinian 

revolution's ability to reach into the heart of the Zionist entity in 

spite of the problems the revolution faces and in spite of our 

enemy's claim that it crippled the revolution militarily. 

Third: The exceptional successes of these operations lies 
in the fact that they were part of a series of other military oper

ations. They are part of the military escalation witnessed in the 

recent months. They coincide with and are connected to the 

escalation of mass and political confrontation of Zionist plots. 

They also coincide with our mass rejection of the Jordanian 

regime's attempts to undermine the Palestinian national role in 
the occupied territories. 

Fourth: Both operations aimed at achieving political and 

humanitarian objectives. They were both seeking the release 

of Palestinian political prisoners who face severe living and 

health conditions, who are subjected to systematic torture. A 

treatment which totally violates the international laws. This 

human demand refutes the claim that it was a 'terrorist attack', 

a term used by Zionist and Imperialists in order to incriminate 
the national liberation movements. 

All in all, the recent escalation of military operations in 

occupied Palestine are another expression of the consensus 

which exists between the PFLP, DFLP, Palestinian Liberation 

Front and Palestinian Communist Party, on the importance of 

preserving the unity of the PLO on the basis of the national line 

in order to further the Palestinian liberation struggle. e 
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Land, The Central Issue 
of Zionist Strategy ----March 30th marked the eighth anniversary of the Day of the Land. The historical background of this 

day relates to the struggle against land confiscation in the Galilee. In the commemoration of this day, the 
Galilee symbolizes all Palestinian and Arab land. On this day, we also commemorate the martyrdom of 

six Palestinians, who were killed by the Zionists on March 30, 1976, in the Galilee. They in turn represent 

the hundreds of martyrs who have fallen in defense of their land and national 

The question of land has always been the central theme of 

Zionism's strategy and plans. The Zionists' ambitions for con

trolling the land and resources of the area have been cloaked 

under their basic myth: the false concept of «a land without 

people for a people without a land,. In its search for a state, the 

Zionist movement eventually chose Palestine as opposed to 

other proposed sites. This choice was in accordance with 

imperialist aims and interests in the Middle East. Yet the 

Zionists still adhere to their myth, and this has led to five wars 

ahd subjected the entire region to chronic instability, which 

threatens world peace. 

Since its establishment in May 1948, the Zionist state has 

derived the bulk of its socio-economic and military policies 

from the principle of land appropriation. This includes the 

promotion of Jewish immigration, the expulsion of native 

Palestinians and the waging of expansionist wars. From the 

time of the first Zionist Congress in 1897, the Jewish Agency 

employed all its resourc~s to buy land in order to establish 

Jewish settlements. The original Zionist land acquisitions were 

from feudalists and-absentee landlords, such as the Lebanese 
Sursok family, who made the biggest single land sale. Since 

the Palestinian peasants on the whole refused to sell, only 

about 8% of Palestine's land was owned by Jews by 1947. 

Thus, Zionism's built-in logic of violent aggression came into 

force as the primary means of obtaining «a land without a . 

people». The ultimate thrust of this logic is genocidal, as has 

been evidenced by repeated Zionist massacres from Deir Vas

sin in 1948, to Sabra-Shatila in 1982. 

Immigration - expansion - emigration 

Through collaboration with the British colonialists, Jewish 

immigration to Palestine increased in preparation for usurping 

and colonizing the land. To this day, Jewish immigration and 

emptying the land of the original inhabitants is the most impor

tant element of Zionist strategy, which aims to control the land 

in order to create «Greater Israel». The Zionists' adoption of 

this goal made all Palestinian and Arab land a target. The con

cept of «Greater Israel» was not born in an era of Israeli 'supre

macy', nor as a result of the 1967 expansion, but was present 

prior to the establishment of the Zionist entity. In 1937, Ben 
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Gurion, who was to become the first Premier of 'Israel', submit

ted a report to the Zionist Congress, which outlined the bound

aries of the planned state as including: 

- South Lebanon to the Litani River 

- Southern Syria passing through Horns, Hama and the Assi 

River 
- The east bank of the Jordan River 

- All of Mandate Palestine 

- The Sinai 

The successively adopted laws, which serve as the Israeli 

constitution, make no mention of the state's boundaries. Obvi

ously, Ben Gurion, and the Zionist leadership generally, vie

wed the borders established in 1948 as only a step towards the 

boundaries of «Greater Israel••. 
Zionist strategy has proceeded in accordance with a clear 

formula: immigration (of Jews) - expansion - emigration (of 

·Palestinian Arabs). Between immigration and expansion 

comes aggression and land confiscation to impose a new de 

facto situation until the next cycle starts. Since expansion is a 

central aim, military power is a central means. Besides being 

used to drive Palestinians out, aggression draws large con

tributions from Jews around the world and the imperialist 

states, who extend economic support prior to a new war. 

Aggression also increases the flow oof immigration which may 

have been receding. Thus, the flow of immigration on - expan

sion - emigration is applied; military power confiscates the 

land; the money contributed is invested; and the new immig

rants settle in the newly usurped land. 

If we quickly review the reasons for the June 1967 aggres

sion and ensuing aggressions, we find the following specific 

reasons in addition to Zionism's inherent racism and expan

sionism: 
- the Israeli state's small geographical area; 
- the noticeable decrease of immigration prior to the 1967 

invasion; 

- the decrease in Israeli exports; 

- the rise in unemployment and financial ·deficit, and the 

decrease in economic growth. 

Ever since the 1967 aggression, the Israeli authorities 

have been working to confiscate the occupied land, especially 

in the West Bank, chiefly under false ••security» pretexts or 



simply by declaring it <<state» land. This is supplemented by an 

array of aggressive and oppressive measures, including the 

demolition of Palestinian homes, increased taxation, 

economic restrictions on the Palestinian inhabitants, etc. All in 

all, they aim to force the Palestinian Arabs to emigrate. 

Through this policy the Zionists had established about 144 set

tlements in the 1967 occupied territories by the end of 1983; 

1 07 of these are in the West Bank. 

According to the Israeli newspaper, Haaretz, September 

20, 1983, «Approximately 55-60% of all West Bank land is now 

classified as 'state land', so that the authorities can claim it at 

any time ... i.e., most of the land of the West Bank is under the 

control of the authorities.» 
Obviously, plans such as 'autonomy' and 'civil' administ

ration are only other means to achieve the same end. Such 

plans are part of the Israeli political strategy vis-a-vis the 1967 

occupied territories, and clear expressions of the Israeli desire 

to annex the remaining land of Palestine an·d liquidate the 

Palestinian national identity in the face of international com

munity. This way the dream of the world Zionistmovement can 

be fulfilled -the achievement of «Greater Israel» from the Nile 

to the Euphrates. 

Resistance compounds the Zionist dilemma 

ln spite of this clear strategy and Israeli military supre

macy, the battle continues between the occupation authorities 

and the Palestinian masses. While our masses' heroic resis

tance is unable to demolish the Zionist project, it is sufficient to 

create great obstacles for the enemy, and these obstacles will 

accumulate in the future. The ongoing resistance of our people 

under occupation is the real reason behind the resignation of 

Menachem Milsom, who was in charge of implementing 'civil' 

administration in the West Bank, and then of his successor, Eli 

Shlomo. At the same time, the Palestinian national position 

buried these civil administrators' other pet project: the village 

leagues, which were nurtured by the Israeli auth"orities to be an 

~lternative to the PLO. 

Various Israeli newspapers have noted the relationship 

between the failure of 'civil' administration and the so-called 

Operation Peace for the Galilee, i.e., the invasion of Lebanon, 

which was intended to finish off the PLO as a means of impos

ing 'civil' administration. While this was for the purpose of 

annexing the West Bank especially, the invasion also aimed at 

occupying Lebanese land, and at a minimum annexing the 

water resources ofthe South, i.e., the Litani River. Here we can 

see the direct relation between the Zionist state's expansionist 

wars and the confiscation of the land, and also the relation bet

ween Israeli-style «peace» and their central theme of land 

acquisition. The real word for this «peace» is expansion. 

Moreover, if one reviews the Israeli «peace» proposals since 

1948, whether forwarded by Labor or Likud, one finds no sub

stantial differences. The apparent differences are only related 

to the rationale for their policies. Both parties have followed a 

policy based on military power and aggression, and both have 

exerted maximum efforts to annex the 1967 occupied ter
ritories. 

Cracks in the myth 

It is clear that our enemy has invested tremendous efforts 

through material, political and m~itary means, in order to fulfill 

the Zionist myth. However, their failure to achieve the «land 

without a people» exposes this myth. All the fascist methods 

applied have failed to empty the land of its original inhabitants. 

Instead the Zionists' difficulties have accumulated to the point 

that even some of the most dogmatic have begun to sense that 

the «desert» is not blooming under their feet, and that the 

Zionist dream is an illusion. The Zionist leadership faces a 

dilemma since many of the «people» for whom they usurped 

the land are now escaping. Immigration policy is in an increas

ing contradiction. Settlements built on stolen land remain as 

ghost towns, as was stated in the Israeli newspaper, Yediot 

Aharanot. A report written by an Israeli, Ouzi Narkis, attributes 

the crisis facing Jewish immigration to the following factors: 

- the low number of immigrants from western states; 

- increasing emigration, including recent immigrants who 

soon leave «the promised land»; 

- the question of security and the fear of war; 

- the lessening of «nationalist» feelings; 

- living conditions in 'Israel' and the difficulty of finding work. 

No solution with Zionism 

In celebrating Land Day, it does not behove us to underesti

mate the sources of our enemy's strength, nor to exaggerate 

its weaknesses. Rather we must base our views and struggle 

on objective facts about the existence of Zionism. The basic 

obj~ctive fact is the continuation and deepening of the major 

contradiction between the Zionist project and the Arab identity, 

not only of Palestine but of all Arab land. Day after day, it is con

firmed that the Arab-Zionist conflict is a struggle for existence 

and not for specific geographical boundaries. For this reason, 

the contradiction will not be resolved until one or the other party 

is eliminated. There will be no solution to the conflict until its 

cause, the Zionist project, disappears and the Arab land is 

restored. e 
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Day of the Land Celebrations 
No to Occupation,No to Capitulation 

On the eighth anniversary of the 
Day of the Land, our Palestinian masses 
in occupied Palestine . renewed their 
commitment to the struggle and expres

sed their determination to remain on 

their land. 
On this occasion, throughout all of 

Palestine, in the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip; in the Galilee, the Triangle 
and Naqab, the Palestinian voices were 

shouting slogans of unity against occu

pation and all its repressive racist 
policies. Other slogans were asserting 
the Palestinian strong will and determi
nation to continue the struggle in all its 
forms till liberation. Also, slogans were 

raised condemning the practices of the 

righfwing Palestinians and their deviat

ing trend. 
Prior to the Day of the Land various 

demonstrations and protests took place 
leading to the special events of the day. 
Our masses went out in the streets sing

ing Palestinian national songs, raising 

Palestinian Qags and burning tires to 
make road blocks. The occupation 
authorities, had admitted that the 
demonstrations were quite large. A 
Zionist military spokesperson admitted 
that three soldiers were wounded when 

their military car was hit by a hand gre

nade in the Jabaliyah camp in the Gaza 
Strip. At the same time, Palestinian 
sources asserted that seven Palestinian 
nationalists had been wounded by 
Zionist soldiers who fired at the camp 

residents who had gathered soon after 

the above mentioned incident. 

At the same time, the Zionist sol
diers fired at a demonstration in the Ein 
Beit Alma camp near Nab1us, which led 
to the injury of two Palestinian youths, 

Naser and Hassan Mohammed Ahmad 

Saed. There were also various clashes 

between Palestinian nationalists and the 
Zionist authorities in the West Bank and 
Gaza. The Palestinian press agency in 
12 

Jerusalem stated that the occupation 
authorities fired bullets and used tear 
gas to disperse mass demonstrations in 
the Aljalazoon camp near Ramalah, 

after camp residents closed the camp 
enterance with burning tires. 

The agency also stated that a 
Palestinian student had been wounded 
in the town of Beit Sahour, near 

Bethlehem, when the enemy attempted 

barracks as was described by the press 
agency. 

Reports coming from the occupied 

territories stated that on the eve of the 

eighth anniversary of the Day of the 
Land, the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 

· were turned into real grounds of war. 
The report added that the Palestinian 
nationalists challenged the Israeli bul

lets with ston~s and iron rods. The report 
to disperse demonstrators. The Zionist asserted that the Zionist military ruler of 

authorities admitted that they had · ·. Nablus was injured when his car was 
ordered the closure of one of the secon- bombarded with stones. Also, it was 
dary schools in the town, after the Israeli 
patrol cars had been stoned. The enemy 
also admitted that one of its soldiers had 

been injured when his patrol car was 

stoned in the town of Halhool near Heb-

ron. 
Simultaneously, the Zionist 

authorities conducted large scale 
arrests in the West Bank and Gaza, 

reported that the demonstrators used 
loud speakers to broadcast the national 
and folk songs. 

In the town of Sikhnin, in the central 

Galilee, various demonstrations were 
held where Palestinian flags were 
raised. The enemy radio broadcast 
stated that the demonstrators closed all 
the main roads leading to the villages 

which were turned into Israeli military and towns of Galilee. 

The people of Galilee demonstrate against repressive policies 



Putting off fires of angry Palestinian masses 

TIMED BOMBS: 

In Jerusalem, a Zionist military 

spokesperson declared that experts had 
dismantled two bombs that were disco
vered shortly before they exploded. One 
of these bombs was found in a central 
car garage on the road to Bethlehem, 
while the other was discovered in the 

railroad station in Jerusalem. Soon after 

the news was revealed, the Zionists 
frantically warned of 'unfamiliar objects' 
which may contain bombs. 

The occupation authorities 
increased their military presence in th!'l 

West Bank and Gaza while helicopters 

were used to intimidate the nationalists 
and to repress all demonstrations. The 
enemy declared a state of emergency in 
the Galilee. According to Zionist 
sources, the authorities closed all roads 

connecting the 1967 occupied territories 

and the rest of the occupied lands in an 

attempt to stop the West Bank residents 
from participating in the Day of the Land 
celebrations in Galilee. Obvious!y, all 
their efforts were in vain. 

THE 30th OF MARCH 

At the dawn of March 30th, the 
Palestinian people started their celebra-

tions. Demonstrators throughout the 
occupied homeland affirmed their united 

position to stand firm against all the 

enemy's repressive and oppressive 
measures. They vowed to continue their 
resistance of occupation and struggle 
for their national independence. 

lnspite of the fact that the Zionist 
authorities had rallied more forces to 

repress the demonstrations and used all 
methods of terror, yet our masses 
rendered the enemy a heavy blow 
through their many large demonstra
tions. The sons and daughters of Pales
tine in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, 

and Nazarath gathered to say in one 

united voice «no to occupation». 
Throughout Galilee and the sur

rounding towns, three major demonstra
tions and rallies were held under the two 
main slogans of «It is the right of the 
Palestinian Arabs to have their own 

independent state» and «Israeli soldiers 

out of Lebanon». 
The enemy, as usual, opened fire 

on the demonstrators in the various 
Palestinian cities and camps seriously 
injuring four nationalists of whom one 

was critically wounded. Palestinian 

sources in the occupied homeland 
stated that twenty five year old Ahmad 

Salman was critically wounded in the 

Balata camp near Nablus. In addition, 
the source stated that two others were 
injured in Jenin and a fourth Palestinian 
youth named Yaser Nizal (17), was 
wounded in Qabattiyah. 

An Israeli TV cameraman was 
injured in the town of Sakhnin in the 
Galilee during one of the celebrations 
when attacked by the attendants after 
they warned him not to take their pic
tures. 

Sakhnin witnessed a demonstra
tion that marched through the streets of 
the town to the graveyards where three 
of the town's martyrs who were shot in 
the first celebration of the Day of the 

Land in 1976, were buried. 
A similar demonstration took place 

in the town of al Tibah in Galilee, where 
the demonstrators sang 'Beladi...Beladi' 
(my country,my country), which is the 
PLO's national anthem. They also car
ried banners stating «the people of 
Palestine». The walls of the town were 

covered with slogans and Palestinian 
flags. 

Also the village of Araba in Galilee 
witnessed similar demonstrations and 
according to a Zionist spokesperson, 
«many incidents took place in the West
ern Galilee, including arrests in the vil

lage of Baqat after its residents raised 
the Palestinian flag». The residents of 
the Golan Heights also participated in 
the demonstrations and rallies that took 
place in North Palestine. 

Palestinian sources in the occupied 

homeland mentioned that the occupa

tion authorities fired on demonstrations 
that were held in the camps of Balatta 
and Kalandia. The demonstrators con
fronted the Zionist forces with stones in 
various places in the West Bank and 

Galilee and raised the Palestinian flag in 

the middle of Nablus. 

1,525 ARRESTS: 

During two days, the number of the 

Palestinians arrested in the West Bank 

alone reached 724 individuals. Among 

them there were sixteen school and uni
versity female students, twenty seven 

.... 
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CELEBRATION IN WEST BERLIN 

On March 24th, a celebration was held in West Berlin in 

anticipation of the Day of the Land. It was sponsored by the 
General Union of Arab students and attended by large num
bers of supporters of the Palestinian revolution, from among 

the Palestinian and Arab community and progressive Ger

mans. The program included Palestinian national folkdance 

and song, as well as speeches delivered on behalf of the 

Palestinian revolution, the Lebanese National Movement and 

the Lebanese Communist Party. A common theme in the 
speeches was affirmation of the PLO as the sole, legitimate 
representative of the Palestinian people, and emphasis on the 
importance of unity in the PLO. All violations of the decisions of 

the Palestinian National Council were condemned, as was 

Arafat's visit to Cairo. 

women of whom four were over the age 
of fifty five. The reports from the 
occupied land stated that these prison
ers were transported in trucks to AI far' a 

prison near Nablus. 

In the Gaza Strip, the number of 

prisoners reached 472, including seven 

women, one of them a sixty year old 
woman. There were also two female stu
dents and nine men over sixty years of 
age. 

In the Triangle and Galilee, 329 

nationalists were arrested, among them 

13 girls and women. 

The reports from the occupied 
lands estimated the enemy's loss in the 
West Bank, the Triangle, and Galilee, 

during these celebrations, to have 

exceeded one hundred destroyed cars. 

Among them are the cars of the military 

rulers of Nablus and Ramallah. In addi
tion to that, the telephone lines in the set
tlements were all cut off and Zionist flags 
were burned. This is not to mention the 

number of soldiers that were wounded. 

THE SECOND DAY OF THE 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

Our masses with full strength car
ried their celebration through to the fol

lowing day. Zionist sources admitted 

that for the second consecutive day, the 

army and police were engaged in direct 
confrontation with the demonstrators. 
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These demonstrations and confronta

tions took place in Beir Zeit University 
near Ramallah, Kalandia camp near 
Jerusalem and Duhisha camp near 

Bethlehem. Palestinian sources men

tioned that an Arab youth was injured by 

the enemy's bullets when they were try

ing to- disperse the demonstration in 
Dahisha camp. The youth was Mirwan 
Amer ai-Attar (14), and was taken to the 
Palestine Hospital for treatment. 

According to news reporters, Beir 

Zeit University witnessed a tough battle 

with the occupation forces. The students 
built barricades of stones and burned 
tires at the university entrance, thereby 

closing the way in front of the enemy. 

They were also chanting anti-occupa

tion slogans and raised Palestinian 

flags. The occupation authorities closed 

the university area after seizing it, and 
ordered its closure. · It also arrested 
many of its students and wounded one 
with bullets as they fired on the crowd of 

students. 

During this time, the Gaza Islamic 

University was also experiencing similar 

activities and was also seized. 
Indeed, the Day of the Land this 

year witnessed outstanding mass 
demonstrations and celebrations 

throughout all of the occupied lands. The 

heroic military operations that were car

ried out separately by PFLP and the 

Democratic Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine, were qualitative in nature. 
They both challenged and defeated all 

the enemy's security measures. The 
PFLP freedom fighters shelled the 

Zionist settlements in Galilee and seized 

a bus and DFLP commandos carried out 

the Jerusalem operations, making the 
grounds tremble under the feet of the 
Zionists. 

The Day of the Land has always 
been the symbol of the unity of our 

Palestinian masses everywhere in spite 

of the great geographical distances of 

separation. Our people especially under 

occupation through their daily resis
tance and the special activities of the 
Day of the Land affirmed their national 
identity and resistance to occupation. 

They were able to put an end to the 

Zionist false propaganda of «there is no 

such thing as Palestinians». The Day of 

the Land this year was full of resistance 
and demonstrations combined with two 

major military operations that affirmed 

our people's determination to continue 

their struggle till victory. The celebra

tions this year came to indicate that our 

people who have been denied their 
homeland and right of self-determina
tion and have been subjected to the stick 
and carrot policy have not diverted from 

their national path. They stand united to 

challenge all those that deny their 

national identity, or claim it to them
selves. e 



Women's Struggle 
• 1n Occupied Palestine 

Women's liberation is a matter of increasing importance in 

our time, for we live in the era of the victory of socialism, the era 

of the steady advance of national democratic liberation move

ments and the building of communist societies. Women's liber• 

ation is directly linked to this struggle; we cannot struggle for 

the people's liberation unless priority is given to women's liber

ation. On the other hand, women cannot achieve liberation 

The Palestinian woman's struggle, as part of her people's 

struggle, has passed through three main stages correspond

ing to the following periods: (1) The beginning of the Zionist 

invasion of Palestine until the formation of the Zionist entity in 

1948, (2) 1948 until June 1967, (3) the contemporary Palesti

nian national liberation revolution. 

through a simple campaign for change in old ideas and cus- Stage one: Prior to the formation of the Zionist 
toms. It is not enough to demand freedom in choosing a hus- entity 
band, jobs and clothes, or to work in this or that association, 

committee or syndicate. The women's struggle must have a 

political, national and progressive orientation aimed at chang

ing the economic conditions which subjugate both men and 

women. 

Women in general suffer class oppression as well as 

oppression by the men. In addition, the Palestinian woman suf

fers national oppression due to the imperialist-supported 

Zionist invasion and occupation of Palestine, which inflicted 

grave political, economic, social and cultural destruction on 

Palestinian society. From the beginning, Palestinian women 

realized that this national and class oppression fell equally on 

Palestinian men. Thus, Palestinian women worked side-by

side with men against the common enemy, postponing the 
conflicts that might arise between them for the sake of the main 

aim: liberating Palestine and establishing a democratic society 

as a major step towards women's full liberation. 

The Palestinian people have firmly faced many chal

lenges and conspiracies aimed at eliminating their identity and 

just rights. The Zionist invaders, upon occupying major parts of 

Palestine in 1948, worked in accordance with a planned policy 

to take possession of the land by expelling the original inhabit

ants and enacting Judaization. A major component of this 

poicy was destroying the Palestinian economic infrastructure 

by imposing restrictions on agriculture, industry, marketing 

and education. Moreover, laws were made to prevent the 

founding of national associations and syndicates, and to dis

band the existing ones. The same policy was later applied in 
the remaining parts of Palestine which were occupied in 1967. 

Confronting these challenges and conspiracies requires 

the recruitment and mobilization of all the potentials of the 

Palestinian people, of whom women compose roughly the half. 

The Palestinian woman's contribution has been significant; 

she spared no effort to serve her people, country and cause. 

This was based on her strong belief in the people's ability to 
face these challenges, despite Zionism's massive aggression 

and imperialist support. The Palestinian woman's struggle has 

progressed from being partial and instinctive, to being overall 

and organized. Women's participation has taken a variety of 
forms, including armed struggle. 

In 1884, Palestinian women were among the peasants 

who acted to uproot the first agricultural settlement which the 

Zionists tried to build near Affouleh. This was an early indica

tion of women's social and national-political awareness. After 

World War I and the results represented by the Sykes-Picot 

agreement and then the Balfour Declaration of November 2, 

1917, the Palestinian woman's awareness increased. In 1920, 

women actively participated in demonstrations and strikes pro

testing the colonial plans against the Palestinian Arab people 

and demanding cancellation of the Balfour Declaration. In 

1921, women made a qualitative advance by establishing the 

first women's union, headed by vanguard women like Melia 

Sakakin and Zalikha Shehabi. This union played a major role in 

organizing women's efforts and in demonstrations demanding 

a halt to Zionist colonization in Palestine. During the 1929 

revolt, Palestinian women participated in the demonstrations 

where many were martyred, such as Jamile Azaar, Aisha Abu 

Hasan and Azba Salame. 

In 1928, the Arab Women's Association was founded as a 

Palestinian association to work side by side with the men in the 

common struggle. The founders were Khadije Hussein, Tarab 

Abdul Hadi, Zakia Budeiri, Wadiha Khalidi, who chaired the 

association. In October 1929, a women's conference was held 

in Jerusalem. Hundreds of women participated and con

demned the repressive British measures. The conference sent 

cables to the King of Britain and the United Nations. A delega

tion of fourteen women was formed and met the British High 

Commissioner, requesting cancellation of the Balfour Declara

tion, a halt to Zionist immigration to Palestine, the discharge of 

the Zionist British Deputy, the release of prisoners, and a halt 

to torture and aggression against the Palestinian people. 

In 1936, the women's struggle took new forms in the con

text of the famous general strike, which lasted six months. 

Women started collecting and distributing material and finan
cial aid to the rebels and to the families of martyrs and prison

ers; they sewed clothes, bought and transported weapons, 

carried food and water to the rebels fighting in the mountains 

and administered first aid. On June 25, 1936, Fatima Gazal 

became the first Palestinian woman to be martyred in combat; ..,.. 
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she was killed in a battle with British soldiers at Wadi Azzoun. 

In 1942, women's solidarity associations were formed 

with branches in the main cities. In 1947, upon the UN's adop

tion of the partition plan, she was alongside the Palestinian 

man building barricades and fortifications, digging trenches, 

transporting weapons and forming more associations, like the 

one called Daisy Flower in Jaffa, which provided medical care, 

food and water to those fighting to defend the land. Members 

of this association included Yusra Toukan, Fatima Abdul 

Huda, Juhenia Khorshid and Arabia Khorshid. Women also 

joined the fighters in their attacks. Many were martyred, includ

ing Juliet Zakka, Jamile Ahmad, Deba Atyeh and Helwe 

Zaidan. The latter had taken the gun of her husband after he 

and their son were martyred; she continued shooting at the 

Zionist gangs until her martyrdom on April9, 1948. On April1 0, 
1948, Hayat Balbisi, who taught school in Deir Yassin, upon 

hearing of the massacre there, left her parents' house in 

Jerusalem and hurried to the village. There she was martyred 

while helping the people and protecting school children from 

the Zionists' savage artillery. 

Stage two: May 1948- June 1967 

Women's struggle, like the entire Palestinian national 

movement, suffered a recession after 1948. The reasons are 

obvious: the partition of Palestine, with the Zionists occupying 

the major portion, the West Bank annexed to Jordan, and the 

Gaza Strip placed under Egyptian administration. The reasons 

for the recession can also be traced to the nature of the leading 

Palestinian national bourgeoisie, whose interests were now 

directly linked to either the Jordanian or Egyptian regime. 

A new characteristic of this stage was that women began 

to join political movements, but this was minimal and limited to 

women with higher education. In general, women's activities in 

this period were charitable and social endeavors, with some 

superficial political work. Still, gains were made in the 1948 
occupied territories, and more women in the West Bank and 

Gaza Strip responded to educational opportunities. 

Upon the occupation, the constirictions imposed on 

women in the traditional society were compounded by the 

restrictions imposed on all Palestinians in the Zionist state, 

which perpetu.ated the British Emergency Defense Regula
tions to control the population under occupation. The Zionists 

aimed to make the Palestinian Arabs ignorant; social activities, 

clubs and national associations were prohibited, while 

avenues to continuing education were blocked. Roughly the 

same policy, in different forms, was applied by the Jordanian 

regime in the West Bank. 

In the 1948 occupied land, Palestinian women encoun
tered difficult economic conditions. They could not be 

employed in the productive sector and were generally barred 

from higher education. Thus, women tended towards agricul

ture and marginal jobs. Their social and political activities were 

limited to those of a few who were able to work through the 
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Communist Party, Rakah. In the early sixties, more women 

managed to continue their education. At the same time, the 

founding of AI Ard (The Land) movement afforded an indepen
dent Palestinian politicaf framework. Women immediately 

joined this movement, and some like Najaa al Asmar rose to 

leading positiohs. 

In the Gaza Strip, the women's role was minimal due to the 

economic and social backwardness prevailing there. Yet they 

participated in demonstrations: in 1954, protesting against the 
project to resettle Palestinians in the Sinai desert; in February 

1955, protesting the Israeli attack on the Gaza railway station; 

on March 7, 1957, after the Israeli withdrawal ffom Gaza, which 

had been occupied during the 1956 tripartite aggression on 

Egypt. Women also participated in the continuous one-week 

demonstration which helped to foil the plan to internationalize 

the Gaza Strip. 
In this period, women also participated in the big demonst

rations in the West Bank against the imperialist-reactionary 

plan to form the Baghdad pact. This demonstration was prohi

bited and brutally attacked by the Jordanian regime, resulting 

in the martyrdom of many, including Raja Abu Amashe. Many 

others were arrested in similar demonstrations, such as Widad 
Qumri, Suad Hureish, Nahil Oweida. 

In the Gaza Strip, women displayed greater interest in 

educational opportunities, this being allowed by the Egyptian 

regime. Thus, their employment opportunities began gradually 

improving with the possibility of becoming a teacher, doctor, 

engineer or social assistant. This gave women new and 

broader prospects for joining the national struggle alongside 
the men. 

In 1964, the General Union of Palestinian Women was 

founded, after the establishment of the PLO. This allowed a 

greater number of women to participate. Through the Union, 

many women attended the Palestinian National Council held in 

Jerusalem at that time. The union held its first congress in 

Jerusalem in 1965, and branches were set up in many cities 

and villages of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Later in 1966, 

upon the Jordanian regime's decision to close all PLO associ

ations, the union was closed. Yet it continued to function sec

retly through associations and operating sewing centers, as 

well as first aid and nursing courses, and political and cultural 

sessions. 

Stage three: The 1967 occupation and the rise 
of the Palestinian Resistance 

After occupying the remaining parts of Palestine, the 

Zionists started once more enacting their plans to empty the 

land of its inhabitants; more Palestinian families were dis
placed, mainly to neighboring Arab countries. Under military 

rule, political, social and ideological activities were prohibited 

for Palestinians, while their land was confiscated. There were 

laws aiming to make the population ignorant, interference in 

education and prevention of employment opportunities, to 



push Palestinians to emigrate. Students were arrested prior to 

exams, teachers expelled and universities closed. There were 

efforts to rob and distort the Palestinian national heritage. 

Later, on the political level, the so-called civil administration 

was imposed, while the national associations and 

municipalities were repeatedly attacked. 

Nevertheless, Palestinian women played a greater role in 

the national struggle in this period. This was basically a con

tinuation of their previous role, yet with broader activities and 

greater commitment. It was now clear that the national cause 

was a question of the very existence of the Palestinian people 

as a whole. Furthermore, the rise of the Palestinian resistance 

organizations gave new inspiration and opportunities for strug

gle. In this period, Palestinian women's struggle within the 

revolution was characterized by the following: 

a) Women participating in all fields: political, ideological, 

military, economic, social, educational, cultural. 

b) Broader participation by an increasing number of 

women in activiti!'lS everywhere, whereas such participation 

had previously been limited to vanguards. This was especially 

marked in the 1948 occupied territories, where the struggle 

there was now linked to the overall Palestinian struggle. 

c) Leadership passed to politically educated and working 

women of the lower strata of the petit bourgeoisie. 

d) A rise in women's motivation to struggle. 

e) Broader participation of women in rural areas, which 

are most endangered and in sharpest confrontation with the 

Zionist plans to confiscate the land, expell the population and 

build settlements. 

f) Attention given to women's liberation by the leftist 

organizations, and more support to their general and personal 

social matters. 

Military activity 

Women were active militarily as compared to the forego

ing periods and the traditional role of the Arab woman. Yet this 

was still limited to a number of vanguar{js. In addition to stor

age and transport of weapons, women now started to carry out 

operations. In October 1967~ Fatima Bernawi was arrested 

after planting a bomb in a cinema in Tel Aviv. On November 21, 

1968, Shadia Abu Ghazale was martyred while preparing a 

time bomb; she was the first woman martyr at this stage. In 

February 1969, a number of women (Rasmieh Odeh, Aisha 

Odeh, Mariam Shakshir, Latifa Hawari, Rashide Obeid) were 

arrested, accused of planning and executing two of the 

greatest military operations at that time: the explosion at the 

Supersol supermarket and the attempted explosion at the 

Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Women such as Leila 

Khaled, Amine Dahbour and Therese Halasa participated in 

special operations. Other women were arrested while trans

porting weapons, like Abla Taha. Women played a great role in 

the experience of the early seventies in the Gaza Strip, when 

the freedom fighters controlled the Strip by night. Women also 

took part in attacks on Israeli patrols, throwing molotov coctails 

and stones, which is considered a new form of resistance by 

many observers. In July 1968, many women were arrested in 

the West Bank and Gaza Strip, accused of aiding the resis

tance fighters. Others were expelled: lsam Abdul Hadi, Abla 

Taha, Huda Abdul Hadi and Nawal Titi. During 1968, the 

number of women in Nablus prison reached sixty, forming 20% 

of the inmates. Women prisoners were subjected to monster

ous physical and psychological torture. 

Political activities 

Realizing that a conscious, organized, leading role cannot 

be maintained unless guided by revolutionary organization, 

women began to join the organizations of the Palestinian 

Resistance, as well as forming women's unions, syndicates, 

clubs, associations and social committees. 

Women became more active in demonstrations. The most 

outstanding was that of April 1968, in Jerusalem, where 

women dressed in black protested against the planned Israeli 

military exposition. Women have been active in the mass 

uprisings and strikes, in distributing political publications and 

slogan-writing on the walls. Women were active in the first 

Land Day demonstration in the Galilee in 1976, when Khadije 

Shawahne was martyred. Other women have been martyred in

demonstrations of solidarity with political prisoners, and pro

testing the Sabra-Shatila massacre: Lina Nabulsi, Muntaha 

Hourani, Taghrid Batmeh, lhsan Abu Draz, Maysoun Kas

tanawi, Aziza Hussein, Elham Shahbari. Many others were 

wounded. In a month of mass uprisings from March 12th to 

April 12th, 1982, sixty women were wounded, while the 

number of women imprisoned rose to 150. 

Economic activities 

The number of working women has increased during the 

last ten years and reached 17% of working-age women. 

Women carry out a major part of the agricultural work. Increas

ing interest !n higher education can be noted, giving women 

more employment opportunities. The percentage of women 

doctors, engineers, teachers and other professionals has ..,_ 
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increased, allowing women to demand equality in wages and 

benefits. This also advanced women's participation in syndi· 

cates, and the founding of new associations and committees, 

such as the Women's Work Committee, the Working Women's 

Committee and the Union of Palestinian Women's Commit

tees. 

Social activities 

Palestinian women have managed to change some of the 

old traditions, such as the wearing of veils and adornment, and 

choosing a husband. Women were active in starting youth cen

ters, clubs, summer camps, kindergartens, nurseries, literacy 

campaigns, political and cultural debates, and nursing and first 

aid courses. Women have given great attention to the families 

of martyrs and prisoners, and formed various committees to 

this purpose. A noticeable social phenomenon is marriages 

between Palestinians of the 1948 occupied territories and 

those of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Another such 

phenomenon is refusal to marry outside the occupied ter

ritories, especially if this would impose emigration. Women 

have also defined social relations on a correct basis, promoting 

discussion of important political and economic questions, 
rather than gossip and talk about the latest fashions. Through 

all of this, women have managed to gradually change the old 

view of women as being only fit for housework. 

·-cultural activities 

Women have played a great role in raising cultural aware
ness among the Palestinian people and protecting the national 

heritage. Many committees were formed to preserve tradi

tional handicrafts, and magazines are published, such as The 

Heritage and Society Magazine. Women have engaged in 

literary activities, writing stories and poems, and working in the 

press. Women have contributed to art through paintings and 
sculpture. They participate in folkdancing and song groups, 

and have been active in the initiation of theater groups. Women 

have also devoted attention to organizing libraries and 

engaged in literary, historical and social research. 

ConclusiOns and tasks 

Through this preliminary survey of the struggle of Palesti
nian women, we can conclude the following: 

1. The struggle of Palestinian women is directly linked to the 

overall situation of the Palestinian people's cause and revolu

tion. It is affected by the crises, wars and conspiracies from 

which our people suffer, and especially by the Zionist occupa
tion, which has left its mark on every aspect of Palestinian soc
iety. 

2. The number of working women, their participation in syn

dicates, and their initiation of associations andcommittees, is 

on the increase. 
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3. There is responsiveness to academic and professional 

education. 

4. The leadership has passed from national bourgeoisie to 

politically educated and working women from.the lower strata 

of the petit bourgeoisie. Related to this, the nature of women's 

activities has changed from being charity-oriented to more 

comprehensive struggle. 

5. Despite relative development, the man's view of the role 

of women is still superficial. Men still try to confine women to 

housework, which limits her freedom and paralyzes her 

abilities. 

6. Despite the attention of some leftist organizations to sup

port the women's struggle, this is below the required level. The 

organizations' intentions are not reinforced by programs based 

on comprehensive study of women's problems and the means 

for resolving them. This retards the advance of the women's 

movement and the emergence of women with leadership 

experience, capable of holding key positions in the associa

tions in the occupied territories. 

7. Women's participation in the military field has been limited 

to a number of vanguards. 

8. Energies are scattered among a great number of 
women's frameworks. 

The Palestinian revolution in general, and women in par

ticular, have urgent tasks inorder to promote the advance of 

the women's struggle in the occupied territories: 

1. Ideological struggle against old customs and beliefs 

regarding women and their role and against the laws of the 

reactionary Arab regimes and the Zionist occupation which 

perpetuate a backward attitude towards women (those gov
erning inheritance, wages, polygamy, divorce, etc.). The 

revolutionary organizations must adopt women's issues 

through proper study of their situation and struggle experience, 

in order to develop this experience and spread awareness of 

their real role in the society. 

2. Programs must be drawn up, based on thorough study 

among women, to provide proper solutions for daily problems 

through child care and employment opportunities, especially in 

productive fields, and for the training of women cadres. 

3. Unifying efforts must be made to avoid political divisions 

within mass organizations. Also, quality must be given priority 

over quantity when establishing committees and service 
facilities, such as kindergartens. 

4. Developing existing projects and starting more productive 

cooperative projects, as this would reduce unemployment and 

in turn emigration, while recruiting more women into the labor 

force. 

5. Linking the women's question to the national question on 

the basis of a progressive orientation; pressuring the national 

progressive forces to devote greater attention to women's 
issues. 

6. Concentrating efforts to increase women's participation in 

the struggle against the Zionist enemy, especially the armed 

struggle. e 



Hunger Strike in Askelon 

PFLP holds the Zionist entity 
responsible for the outcome of 
the political prisoners' strike 
in Askelon prison. 

lon prison. Moreover, the PFLP holds 

the Zionist entity totally responsible for 
whatever results from this strike, which 

threatens the life of our militants. e 

Due to the difficult conditions that 
exist in the prisons of the Zionist occupa-

Women Strikers Win 

tion, the Palestinian militants in Askelon The hunger strike in Askelon prison the guards and police. At the same time, 
prison declared a hunger strike on ended, but struggle for similar demands the prisoners' rights to newspapers, 

March 5th, to last until the prison goes on in many jails. On March 6th, the books and radios were recognized and 

administration responds to their just women in Neve Tertza prison declared a restored. 
demands. Their demands can be sum- hunger strike in anticipation of lnterna- The victory of the women political 

marized as follows: 
1. Provision of the minimum 

requirements for living in the prisons. 

This includes food, clothing and sun
breaks. · 

2. Allowing the relatives of the pol it-

tiona! Women's Day. This served to 
dramatize the work strike they have 

been waging since May 1983, refusing 
to cook and serve the guards. The esca

lation of the strike was apparently the 
last straw for the prison administration 

ical prisoners to make regular biweekly which has unsuccessfully tried to break 
visits and increasing the duration of the . the work strike with punishments and 

visit. 

3. Stopping the campaign of arbit

rary transfers from one prison to 
another, a practice which has become 
almost daily. 

4. Separation of the political prison
ers from the criminal prisoners in 
Damoun, Neve Tertza, Ramie and 
Shatta prisons. 

5. Provision of medical treatment in 
all prisons, in particular Askelon. 

6. Breaking the isolation imposed 
on the Japanese militant, Komozo 
Okonoto, who is in Ramie prison. From 
his imprisonment in 1972, until the pre

sent, he has been in solitary confine
ment, chained, tortured and forbidden to 
have visitors. 

The Palestinian militants also 
emphasized that their hunger strike is in 
solidarity with the women in Neve Tertza 

prison, who have been refusing work 
since May 1983. 

The PFLP appeals to international 
public opinion, and to the international 
organizations that defend human rights, 
to undertake their duty by putting pres
sure on the occupation authorities to ful

fill the demands of our militants in Aske-

brutality. Instead, the women continued. 

Through their determination, they eli

cited sustained solidarity from outside 
the prison. The unprecendently broad 
support given by democratic Israeli 
women 's organizations, and the efficient 
role of the women's lawyers, has 

brought their case to public attention 

inside occupied Palestine and abroad. 
Accordingly, attention was also focused 
on the prison administration's brutality, 
as wnen the women were teargased in 
their cells on October 3rd. 

So, this time, the prison administra
tion tried to get the women to send a 

delegation in hopes of getting them to 
end the strike. The women, however, 
have boycotted any contact with the 
authorities since the teargasing, and 
thus refused to send a delegation. 
Instead, they demanded the return of 

their library which had earlier been con

fiscated as punishment for the work 
strike. Finally, this demand was fulfilled, 
and the women sent a delegation to dis
cuss with the prison governor. Agree
ment was reached that the women 
would not be forced to do unreasonable 

kitchen duty, or to serve or clean up after' 

prisoners in Neve Tertza, who attained 
all their demands in this round, points to 

two elements which are the key to vic

tories in prison strikes generally: First, 

the organization and determination of 
the prisoners' themselves, and second, 
broad, active solidarity from outside the 
prison. The victory at Neve Tertza 
should thus be a motivation for esca

lated solidarity with all political prisoners 

in occupied Palestine. 

Torture factory 

Currently, an important focus for 

solidarity with political prisoners is 
Fara'a detention center, near Nablus, 

which was established by the Israeli 
authorities in 1982, especially for youth
ful «offenders», i.e. demonstrators and 
political activists. Heavy torture is 
applied on detainees awaiting trial, in 

line with the Zionist authorities' frantic 

attempts to snuff out the mass demonst
rations and stone-throwing which prevail 
in the occupied territories. At present 
there are about 150 detainees in this 
center, which is run by the military 

police, with a close section run by Shin 
Bet. As a result of many cases of 

reported torture, the Israeli League for 
Human and Civil Rights held a press 
conference in late March, where Secret
ary Joseph Algazi accused the 
authorities of torture and brutality and 
termed Fara'a «a factory for extracting 

confessions» e 
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Significance . of the 
Aden Meeting 

An Interview with Comrade 
George Habash 

0 0 • t 0 

The following is an interview with Comrade George Habash, General Secretary of the PFLP, in 
which he explains to the staff of <<AI Hadaf» and <<Democratic Palestine>>, the significance of the agree
ment reached in Aden, between the PFLP-DFLP Joint Leadership, the Palestinian Liberation Front and 

the Palestinian Communist Party. Comrade Habash expressed great optimism that the results of this 
meeting will exert positive influence on the efforts to resolve the crisis in the PLO. 

How do you evaluate the Aden declaration in the light 
of the crisis in the PLO? 

Actually, more important than the declaration is the long, 

serious discussion that took place regarding the crisis in the 

Palestinian arena and the PLO, and how to deal with this ... In 

this respect, we can register a very great achievement: the 

clarification and unification of the points of view of the Joint 

Leadership, together with the Palestinian Liberation Front and 

the Palestinian Communist Party, on the Palestinian problems 

and.how to resolve them. 

This takes us back to Arafat's visit to Cairo on December 

22, 1983, and its implications as a dangerous, new, qualitative 

deviation, whereby Arafat tried to pull the PLO towards his own 

position. At that time, there was agreement in the Joint Leader

ship regarding the danger of this step, its political aims and 

implications. The overall position was to condemn and strongly 

confront this step. 

After that, in light of the dangerous situation resulting from 

Arafat's visit, it was natural that, for a period of time, some tac

tical differences existed concerning the position to be adopted 

in order to truly foil this step. The most important achievement 

in Aden was that the Joint Leadership, along with the Palesti

nian Liberation Front and the Palestinian Communist Party, 

united their points of view regarding a variety of tactical issues 

facing us after Arafat's visit to Cairo. This achievement has 

become an asset in our hands, which in my view is a great 

accomplishment. 

You are probably. aware of the many speculations that 

have circulated, even in the PFLP's leadership and among our 

rank-and-file and the masses supporting us, about the experi

ence of the Joint Leadership. In all honesty, I should say that 

prior to the discussion in Aden ... we were quite worried that dif

ferences might continue, which would have had a negative 

impact on the Joint Leadership experience. When thinking of 

the possibility · that differences would continue and have a 
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negative impact on the Joint Leadership experience, I felt a 

great objective responsibility. This led me to the necessity of 

thinking further to find ways of resolving the differences that 

existed. 

In our analysis of the crisis of the Palestinian resistance, 

even prior to our departure from Beirut, as was clearly stated in 

the Political Report of our 4th congress, we believe that over

coming the crisis is conditional on the growth of the revolutio

nary democratic forces and their influence in the Palestinian 

revolution and the PLO. 

Now I can express my immense satisfaction, because the 

recent discussion in Aden ended with uniting the points of view 

concerning the political questions now facing us. This has 

revived anew our hope in the success of the Joint Leadership 

experience, and the experience of the revolutionary democra

tic trend on the Palestinian level. Such unification is a guaran

tee for continuing the revolution. 

I have made this long introduction because the impor

tance of the discussions and results in Aden goes way beyond 

the political declaration issued by the meeting. 

What about the initiative which the group of four 

(PFLP, DFLP, PLF, PCP) presented to the Central Commit
tee of Fatah? 

Fatah's Central Committee, via the Yemeni Socialist 

Party, presented us (the four) with a working paper to be the 

basis of discussion. We read this paper carefully. We in the 

PFLP, as well as our comrades in the DFLP, felt that it in no 

way addressed the questions existing in the Palestinian arena. 

Most eye-catching was that it completely ignored Arafat's visit 

to Cairo, as if it had never happened. It was necessary for the 

members of Fatah's Central Committee to realize that Arafat's 

visit to Cairo is the major cause of the disruption of Palestinian 

unity. This paper should have dealt with the visit, stating a clear 

position on this and how to deal with its results. We were agh

ast to see that this paper ignored the visit which has raised a 



major question: Does Arafat, after this dangerous deviation, 

remain tb be the common denominator for bringing the Palesti

nian arena together? 

After this dangerous deviation, is it possible for Arafat to 

establish the necessary relations with the progressive and 

nationalist regimes? Here in particular, I mean Syria, which is 

confronting the imperialist plans, the Reagan and Camp David 

formulas. How can we unite the Palestinian arena, and !'lStab

lish national and progressive alliances on the Arab and interna

tional levels, with Arafat remaining as the head of the PLO? 

The more I think about this subject, I find that correcting the 

existing situation in the PLO, uniting it and enabling it to estab

lish national and progressive alliances, has become condi

tional on Arafat's stepping down. I can no longer see how it is 

possible to cement internal Palestinian relations, Syrian

Palestinian relations, or Palestinian-Lebanese nationalist rela

tions without his stepping down. 

The question here is not Arafat personally, but rather the 

trend that he represents. I hope that this subject can be fully 

understood. During the battle of Beirut and in the PNC's 16th 

session, when Arafat was moving in the framework of the 

national platform, we accorded him his due respect as the sym

bol of the Palestinian revolution. Yet, after the Cairo visit and its 

aftermath, can Arafat remain as the common denominator for 

uniting the Palestinian arena? It is impossible for him to unite 

the Palestinian national forces and masses with the course he 

has taken. Our Palestinian masses will never accept Arafat's 

alliance with the Camp David regime or with the reactionary 

Jordanian regime, or that he wages a battle against Syria while 

Syria is confronting the imperialist-Zionist plans. 

There is nQ indication that Arafat is willing to reverse this 

trend. On the contrary, all signs point to his deep involvement 

in this deviationist trend. Thus, the paper of Fatah's Central 

Committee is very strange and surprising. Moreover, Arafat's 

visit provided the door whereby the Camp David regime 

returned to the Islamic Summit. For the paper not to refer to this 

is like demanding our consent to this result, as well as, to the 

joint communique issued by Arafat and the Jordanian regime. 

If we examine this joint communique carefully, we find that 

every statement is for a solution to the Palestinian question via 

alliance with the reactionary Arab regimes. Also, on organiza

tional questions, the working paper of Fatah's Central Commit

tee contained things that were very strange and surprising to 

us. Yet realizing the importance of Fatah's Central Committee 

and of dealing with it on a clear nationalist basis, the particip

ants in the Aden meeting agreed on proposing a political and 

organizational platform whereby future relations can be estab

lished with Fatah's Central Committee. 

We think that this is the only basis for guaranteeing the 

unity of the Palestinian arena, if we all want to deal with the 

internal problems in a serious way that can guarantee the 

PLO's unity. The specific political and organizational points 

of Arafat's visit to Cairo. The Fatah Central Committee's state

ment after the visit considered it a personal initiative without 

dealing with its political repercussions, which became the door 

for Egypfs reentry to the Islamic Summit. Arafat and some of 

his Central Committee members considered the reconvening 

of the Jordanian parliament and the appointment of deputies 

for the West Bank, to be an internal Jordanian affair, etc. 

We want a clear nationalist position to be defined regard

ing the reactivation of the Jordanian parliament and the Arafat

Jordanian declaration, as well as regarding the return of the 

Egyptian regime and relations with it, in a way that ends all con

nections, on all levels, with this regime. This means the appli

cation of the resolutions of the PNC's 16th session. 

On the organizational level, we want Arafat brought to 

account for his visit to Cairo, and what followed of organiza

tional violations which ignored the legitimate bodies of the PLO 

and the PNC resolutions. Organizationally speaking, these 

and similar things prevent Arafat from being the common 

denominator for uniting the Palestinian revolution. The points 

which we put forth to Fatah's Central Committee stress the 

importance of agreement, prior to the next PNC, between the 

Palestinian organizations and other components of the PLO, 

on the formation of leadership bodies that guarantees the par

ticipation of all nationalist organizations. Moreover, we stres

sed that a comprehensive national consensus is required prior 

to convening the PNC. 

We want a clear answer to the following question: Will 

Fatah's Central Committee accept Arafat's chosen course of 

counting on the Arab regimes that are allied with the US and its 

plans? We will not accept a vague answer. Does Fatah's Cent

ral Committee condemn or accept Arafat's trend? 

We are fed up with words and elastic expressions ... Arafat 

was entrusted with the PNC's resolutions and he betrayed 

them. What is the position of on him? We will not accept a 

vague answer. We and the DFLP have agreed on a clear pos

ition: that he is no longer the common denominator for uniting 

the Palestinians. We will not compromise on this subject. This 

is the position of the Joint Leadership, the democratic alliance 

(the four), and all nationalist forces in the Palestinian arena 

with the exception of Arafat and those who stand with him. 

If this is the case, why didn't the Aden declaration 
mention the resignation of Arafat? 

The declaration is a general one, stressing the basic polit

ical issues. It can be considered a summary of the discussion. 

The declaration affirmed the unity of the PLO on a progressive 

and nationalist basis. The second point stressed the specific 

position against the deviation. Another point emphasized the 

necessity of uniting the revolution against the deviationist 

trend. It also emphasized the joint Soviet-Syrian declaration as 

a sound basis for building alliances on the Arab and national 

level. The political declaration refers to the general matters that 

agreed on in Aden leave no room for equivocation ... For exam- determine our joint tactics and positions. 

pie, on the political level, we want a clear, public condemnation 
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There was prior agreement between the four organiza

tions regarding our position towards Arafat. This was expres

sed in the joint communique issued right after the visit. As I 

mentioned, more important than the political declaration is the 

results reached that will unite and determine our tactics in the 

coming stage; the essence of this will be seen in the near 

future. 

How do you define the platform of the broad national 
front mentioned in the declaration? 

We should evaluate the Aden meeting in terms of two 
aspects: First, uniting the points of view of the Joint Leadership 

and the democratic trend in a way that guarantees the alliance 

between these forces, which was achieved. Second is the 

question of uniting the Palestinian arena and restoring the 

Palestinian revolution's central role in the confrontation 

against imperialism. In this respect, we found that the point of 

departure is confronting the deviationist policies. Doing this 
successfully will enable us to restore unity in the Palestinian 

arena, as well as the alliances needed at the present time. To 

confront, isolate and eliminate this deviation, we must unite the 

efforts of all forces: organizations, unions, nationalist per

sonalities, etc ... Therefore, we must form an active national 

front aimed at isolating and eliminating the deviation, and 

thereby protecting the unity of the PLO on a progressive 

nationalist basis. 

It is known that the forces opposing deviation differ in 
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terms of the level of their opposition. Is the national fro 
open to all these forces, or is it proposed for the more rad
ical forces? 

We are really aiming for the broadest possible nationli' 

front to confront the deviation. In the next few days, we will be 
coducting dialogue with all organizations without exception: 

the uprising (Fatah rebels), Saiqa, General Command, th 

Palestinian Struggle Front, the mass organizations an 

nationalist personalities to discuss the formation of the nation 

front against deviation. We want to establish the broadest pos 

sible front to accomodate all forces opposing the deviationi 
trend. Can this front avoid taking a position on the trend re 

resented by Arafat and the steps he has taken on this path. 

The answer is no. 

Yet for the sake of rallying the broadest front possible, we 
can probably meet on basis of political and organizational con

demnation of this visit to Cairo, knowing well that when the 

front is asked about this subject, the answer will be in the way 

we have expressed earlier on many occasions. 

As for the basis on which this front will be founded, be it its 

program or organizational bylaws, it is the right of all those who 

express their desire to join, to also participate in putting such 

programs. Perhaps we will propose a draft program, but it is not 

our right to impose any program on anyone. Yet there are 
some essential matters which must be taken into consideration 

in the initiation of any program or organizational bylaws. 

1. That this front is not an alternative to the PLO, but rather a 



front wittiin and based on the PLO. Its goal is uniting the PLO 

on a national basis. It is the means to rally all national forces 

within the PLO to rectify its path of operation. Thus, in our view, 

this issue is not subject to individual interpretations or com

promise. We will not participate in founding a new PLO or push 

this trend to take the form of an alternative PLO. The deviating 

trend is fully responsible for anything that may take place in the 

ways of splits or dismantling within the PLO arena. We will 

under no condition take any responsibility regarding this mat

ter. 

2. We will not establish bodies or institutions parallel to those 

of the PLO. This point is implicit in the first point, but I wanted 

to emphasize and clarify it. 

3. This front is open to all without exception. It is for all con

cerned parties who are willing to fight the capitulationist and 

deviating trend in the Palestinian arena. 

The deviating party is suffering from confusion due to 

the fact that they thought they would win legitimacy, if 
they moved fast. Yet the developments that followed 
Arafat's visit to Cairo, especially the nationalist victories 
in Lebanon, and the growing size of the Palestinian 
national opposition, showed the deviating party that they 

are facing a tough battle. How do you view the dilemma 

facing the deviators? 

After Arafat's visit to Cairo, a very big thing happenned. I 

consider it the primary factor in answering this question. The 

great victories in Lebanon represented by the liberation of 

West Beirut, the abrogation of the May 17th agreement and the 

humiliating pull out of the multi-national forces. A great victory 

took place that provides a political answer regarding what is 

taking place on the Palestinian and Arab levels. This victory 

affirms that the position of steadfastness and confrontation 

taken against imperialism, the continuation of the armed strug

gle and mass mobilization, and not betting on the US 

imperialism and Arab reaction is the only line that can lead to 

results in favour of the nationalist forces. 

In addition, another great thing happen ned that pointed to 

the end of the road for those that bet on the US and Arab reac

tion. The US, in spite of its might and warships, was incapable 

of standing up to this decisive confrontation with the Lebanese 

nationalists and Syria. The US was incapable of protecting 

itself and its reactionary allies in Lebanon. All this has had an 

impact on the outcome of the struggle taking place between 

the two lines in the Palestinian arena: between the line of 

steadfastness and confrontation that is determined to continue 

the revolution and the deviating and capitulationist line. Is this 

outcome really clear to the leaders of the capitulationist trend? 

Are these clear results going to lead the symbols of the 

capitulationist trend to condemn themselves and think of 

returning to the nationalist position? The answer is no; this is 

clear in the explanations and evaluations they offer regarding 

these victories. They don't consider these achievements as 

victories, and they believe that the course of events in Lebanon 

is going along with the Israeli plans of dividing Lebanon. This is 

an indication that these deviating elements are determined to 

continue their path. After answering this question, I want to say 

that the battle with the deviating line, in spite of these positive 

developments, is a very hard and long battle that we must not 

underestimate. We can't rely solely on the objective develop

ments. Rather we must combine this with extensive, subjec

tive, well-planned efforts, if we are to celebrate the burial of the 

deviationist and capitulationist trend, whereby the PLO can 

regain its effective and influential power in confronting its 

enemies on the Palestinian, Arab and international levels, and 

regain its strength to achieve the national goals. 

Any quick evaluation of the struggle between the two lines 

indicates that the course of events is in favor of the nationalist 

line due to two main factors: the objective developments and 

the subjective efforts. 

What pleases me the most in this course of events isJhow 

it relates to our Palestinian masses in the occupied land. They 

have always raised Arafat's pictures as the symbol of the 

Palestinian nationalist forces. I was afraid they would find it dif

ficult to comprehend the extent and danger of this deviating 

step into which Arafat attempted to drag the Palestinians. Yet 

our Palestinian masses are guided by their national feelings 

and rich experience of struggle against the Camp David trend 

and its regime.They are also fully aware of the threat posed by 

the Jordanian regime to the Palestinian revolution. They have 

experienced the specific Jordanian policies regarding the 

occupied lands, be it regarding the delegations to Jordan, the 

university teachers' petitions, the municipalities on their posi

tion on the civil administration. Based on all this experience, 

our masses have proved that they stand firm on their national 

cause and are not tied to this symbol or that in the PLO leader

ship. 

What is needed is continuous daily efforts to end the 

deviating trend - our tool for this is the broad national front 

which will bring an end to this trend and protect the PLO and its 

unity on a national basis. 

There are Indications that the capltulatlonist party Is 
rapidly preparing for a PNC session, what is your position 
regarding this? 

This question gives us the opprtunity to state that the joint 

leadership and its allies on the Palestinian level regard their 

participation in the next PNC as conditional on Palestinian 

leadership meetings that define a sound, political line for th~ 

PLO which is not subject to individual interpretation. They also 

regard their participation as conditional on agreement being 

made concerning the organizational questions, meaning the 

question of the Palestinian leadership of the fLO and its 

executive committee and central council.lt is also conditional 

on the honesty and effectivity of these bodies in translating the 

wntten agreement so it brings an end to the tragedy of indi

vidualism and failure, so we can be sure that we have com-
pletelv eliminated the diseases. .... 
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We will not suffice by programs alone, because this matter 

has existed since the year of 1979. We want to make sure that 

the tools of implementation of these programs are effective. 

I don't propose this to complicate matters. I propose this 

because of my desire to celebrate- in the next PNC- the forma

tion of Palestinian bodies which will eliminate and for ever bury 

the trend that led to the existing diseases within the Palestinian 

arena. 

We will not accept less than a joint effective leadership 

and a clear national program that can be practically 

implemented and not just a written one. We have had our share 

of suffering from tragedies and diseases. 

In your estimates, what is the extent of the battle 
waged for legitimacy in the realms of the existing strug
gles in the Palestinian arena? 

In regards to the battle of legitimacy, the Aden agreement 

included a point to cover this issue in its full extent. We are not 

pessimistic as for the outcome of this battle . We know well that 

125 members of the PNC have condemned Arafat's visit and 

86 of them asked for his resignation. This force, when it works 

within the Palestinian circle, through the mass organizations 

and bodies - can its efforts and the outcomes in winning the 

legitimacy be undermined? It is true that these bodies to a 

great extent are made in «Arafat's kitchen». We don't ignore 

this fact, but on the other hand, we must realize our people's 

historical experiences, and we must realize that it is difficult for 

these bodies or the majority of them to agree on the deviation 

trend or the US path. 

In the PNC's 16th session, we all know that Arafat had 

reservations regarding the point of dealing with the Reagan's 

initiative. We all know his position: he advised the political com

mittee to.draft the program in his ambiguous «La'am» (which 

means yes and no at the same time). This would mean that we 

neither accepted nor refused the Reagan plan. But we all know 

and evaluate the program from the 16th session of the PNC as 

drafted on a nationalist basis which cornered America's Pales

tinians. This is an important point which we must take into con

sideration, when we .evaluate waging the battle for legitimacy 

and chances of winning it. But I want to draw attention to the 

fact that the battle for legitimacy may be one in two directions: 

- To win the legitimacy through the bodies and have the 

nationalist forces prevail. 

- To stop Arafat from speaking on behalf of the legitimacy and 

I want to clarify this point: 

Why did the joint leadership abstain from taking part in the 

executive committee meetings after Arafat's visit to Cairo? Is it 

a position just to record in history? Is it a just reaction? 

We all know the make up of the executive committee and 

that Arafat is always careful to have the majority in number in 

the executive committee. We were unable to change this even 

in the 16th session of the PNC.. 

We were quite aware and sure that we would not be able 

to take a decision of removing Arafat and condemn his trend or 
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change it through the executive committee. Therefore we 

decided to boycott the executive coml)littee meetings to stop 

Arafat from speaking on its behalf and in the name of the legiti

macy as 6 of its members were absent. This is what happen

ned in reality, because the main rules of the executive commit

tee state that its meetings cannot be conducted without the 

presence of two thirds of its members. 

This means that we have won the legitimacy in the nega

tive sense. In other words, that we stopped Arafat from speak

ing on behalf of the executive committee, and that any step 

taken by Arafat after this is an individual one which doesn't rep

resent anyone but Arafat and those who agree with his trend. 

Perhaps some will say that this will lead to the paralysis of 

the PLO and its effectivity, and here I say in response that this 

is a very sad subject of great concern to us. But if we were to 

bE! given the choice between paralyzing the bodies or putting 

them in the hands of the US and Arab reaction, then we are · 

forced to choose the temporary paralysis of the bodies in order 

to start working towards bringing them back to the nationalist 

position and their effectivity towards the nationalist direction. 

How do you evaluate the participation of the Yemeni 
SocialistParty and both Lebanese and Syrian communist 

·parties in the Aden negotiations? 

The Palestinian question has its own peculiarities whic.h 

make it number one question for the Arab nation. After this, I 

would like to extend my appreciation to the role played by the 

Yemeni Socialist Party on the Palestinian level. We remember 

during the invasion and after it, this similar role of the Yemeni 

Socialist Party which was aiming first towards the unity and 

protection of the PLO. After this it is important to point out the 

historical relations that have existed between the PFLP and 

the DFLP on one hand and the Yemeni Socialist Party on the 

other. These relations we are quite proud of and continuously 

work to deepen and solidify them. To this we add the role which 

was played by our comrades in the Yemeni Socialist Party 

regarding the foundation of the Joint Leadership (experience). 

Therefore, it is very natural in stage, like the one the Palesti

nian Revolution is going through, to seek help from our com

rades in the Yemeni Socialist Party in order to hear their point 

of view on how to confront this stage and resolve its problems. 

As' for both communist parties, the Syrian and the 

Lebanese, they both have good comradely relations with us, 

the PFLP and DFLP on c,ne hand and between themselves as 

well, which we are careful to maintain and strenghthen. We 

appreciate that the Lebanese Communist Party, as well as the 

Syrian Communist Party can play a role on the levels of the 

Lebanese National Movement, the Palestinian National Move

ment, as well as on the level of Arab and international liberation 

movements. A role that helps the Palestinian Revolution to 

come out of its crisis. Finally, I would like to state that these 

forces are very concerned about the success of the joint 

leadership experience - as we are concerned to seek their 

point of view regarding the existing Palestinian problems. 



It is of great importance to me to take the opportunity to 

extend my deep and sincere thanks to these parties for their 

great and positive participation in the Aden meeting. Their 

efforts played an important role in reaching the positive results 

achieved in this meeting. 

It was important to us, during the tactical differences that 

took place after Arafat's visit to seek help of forces that we can 

trust that any of their offered opinions rely on a rich and long 

experience and a strong concern over the Palestinian arena 

and the importance to unite it on a progressive national basis . 

• 
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Political Statement 
Issued by the PFLP's Central Committee 

(8th Regular Plenum) 

On April 9-10, 1984, the Central Committee of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine held 
its 8th regular plenum in which it reviewed all important developments and political events on the diffe
rent international, Arab and Palestinian levels. 

In particular the Central Committee discussed the signific

ant victori~s accomplished by the Lebanese National Forces in 

confronting the imperialist,Zionist, fascist project which aimed 

at making Lebanon a bridge-head, through which a new link of 

the imperialist plan was to be inserted, thereby aiming to 

spread the policy of Camp David in the Arab region. 

The steadfastness and struggle of the heroic Lebanese 

people on the military and political levels, the stubborn and 

heroic fighting waged by the armed National Resistance Front 

in South Lebanon, the great victories achieved in the moun

tains, Beirut and its southern suburb, and the decisive and 

solid position taken by Syria and the national progressive 

forces on the Arab and the international levels supporting the 

Lebanese National Forces-made Lebanon a solid barrier 

opposed to the imperialist, Zionist and reactionary plans. This 

culminated in the victories of the Lebanese National Forces by 

the great historic achievement represented by the abrogation 

of the agreement of subordination and treason: the May 17 
agreement. 

The Central Committee of the P. F. L. P. deeply considered 

this great historic victory, discussed its significances, and the 

anticipated dimensions of abrogating this agreement and 
emphasized the following: 

First: The abrogation of the agreement came less than 

one year after signing it, a great historic victory accomplished 

by the Lebanese people, their national forces supported by the 

progressive Arab and international forces. It represented an 

important point in the development of Lebanon and the Arab 

region. This great event reflects the victory of the Lebanese 

people's will to fight against the outcome of the vicious 

imperialist, Zionist, reactionary aggression which culminated 
in the June aggression of 1982. 

Second: The victory afflicted a defeat of the course of 

Camp David in Lebanon, thereby to the US-Zionist-Phalangist 

reactionary alliance, and it reclaimed nationalist Lebanon to its 

natural position of confronting capitulationist plans, first and 
foremost the liquidationist Reagan plan. 

Third: The abrogation of the May 17 agreement is a tre

mendous victory for the Palestinian revolution and Syria in 

their opposition to the course of Camp David. It is a victory for 

the Arab Liberation Movement and its friend and allies in the 

world, in the forefront our friend the Soviet Union. 
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Fourth: The abrogation of the agreement is a defeat to the 

course of the capitulating Palestinian right-wing who pro

ceeded to accept the collapse of Lebanon under the 
imperialist, Zionist and reactionary hegemony. After the 

evacuation of the Palestinian resistance from Beirut, in particu

lar, the Palestinian right-wing began to get closer to the prop

osed imperialist solutions in the Arab region. 

Fifth: This victory reaffirms the historic inevitability of this 

epoch: the people's victory and the enemy's defeat is inevita

ble. It gives clear evidence that the plans of imperialism and 

their allies are not fatal. The American ambitions to act 

singlehandedly in the region, strike at the Arab Liberation 

Movement and liquidate the Palestinian Revolution, are not 

liable to be implemented except in a defeatist, capitulationist 

climate, agitated for by the circles of Arab reaction on the base 

of «There is power and no strength» in confronting America 

and the Zionist enemy. For our Palestinian people and Arab 

nation this victory puts forward the revolutionary alternative to 

the cause of capitulation and subordination and reaffirms the 

credibility of armed struggle and people's war. 

Sixth: This victory reaffirmed the significance of the solid 

alliance between the Arab Liberation Movement and the world 

revolutionary forces, in the forefront our friend the Soviet Union 
and all countries of the socialist community, which firmly and 

decisively supported the Lebanese national forces, Syria and 

the Palestinian Revolution in opposing the imperialist, Zionist, 

and fascist plans for Lebanon. 

The Central Committee of the P.F.L.P. reaffirmed that the bat

tle in Lebanon is not yet over. Though the imperialist, Zionist, 

fascist forces faced a great defeat, they will not simply accept 

it. Through different methods, they will work to reimpose their 

plans. This demands more vigilance, awareness and prepara

tions and calls for deepening the alliance between the 

Lebanese National Forces, Syria and the Palestinian Revolu

tion to confront the coming aggressive plans. In particular, the 

imperialist and Zionist circles did not stop their threats to wage 

a broad aggression against Syria, due to its firm and decisive 

position opposing their plans in the Arab region and its support 

to the Lebanese National Forces. This position played an 

important role in the abrogation of the May 17 agreement. 

The Central Committee of the P.F.L.P. reaffirmed the 

importance of joint action between the Palestinian Revolution 



and the Lebanese National Forces to escalate armed struggle 
against the Zionist occupation in Southern Lebanon; to aid the 

struggle of the Lebanese National Forces to secure a united, 

independent Arab Lebanon and its democratic development; 

to organize relations between the Palestinian Revolution and 

the Lebanese National Movement to protect the security of our 

masses and camps in Lebanon and to preserve their civil and 

social rights to organizational and political work, fight the 

Zionist enemy, join the ranks of the revolution and guarantee 

the rights of the PLO and its institutions in Lebanon. The Cent

ral Committee reaffirmed that all this would have to be 

implemented through total coordination with the Lebanese 

National Forces which lead the struggle in the Lebanese 
arena. 

On the Palestinian level,the Central Committee of the 

P.F.L.P. discussed the developments witnessed in the region. 

In particular, it considered the situation facing the PLO which is 

still suffering from internal, sharp and deep problems. This is 

due to the policy of deviation and division practiced by the 

capitulating leadership of the Palestinian right-wing rep

resented by Vasser Arafat and his political supporters. This 

policy is an obvious departure from the national program and 

the resolutions of the consecutive sessions of the Palestinian 

National Council (the PNC). The development of events 

affirmed the correctness of the political views and positions of 

the PFLP, which emphasized that Arafat's visit to the regime of 

Camp David was not an ephemeral mistake or an individual 

action, but a studied and planned step firmly connected to the 

course of deviation, capitulation and dealing with the 

imperialist solutions which aim to liquidate the national rights of 

our. people. Thus, this visit and the concerted moves that fol

lowed it with ttle Arab reactionaries, in particular the Jordanian 

regime, form a decisive turning point in the right-wing course, 

its clear transition from a position of being hesitantly willing to 

• deal with the American solutions and settlements to a position 

of gas ply searching for a role on the basis of these liquidationist 

solutions represented by the Camp David accords and 

Reagan plan. 

The Arafat-Hussein-Mubarak alliance shows the danger

ous role which this capitulating Palestinian right wing began to 

play in connection to the imperialist plans in the Arab region. 

The coordination, participation and alliance with King Hussein, 

who is preparing himself to usurp the right to represent the 

Palestinian people, carries the gravest dangers for the future of 

our people's struggle and the PLO. 
The development of events revealed the dangerous role 

the Jordanian regime is preparing to play by totally coordinat
ing and aligning with US imperialism. The critical statements of 

King Hussein towards the trustworthy American promises to 
America's Arabs cannot impair the strong bases of this alliance 

or hinder its reality. 

The dangers of the Jordanian role were clearly 

demonstrated , when the Amman authorities proceded to 

revive the Jordanian Parliament, especially its Palestinian 

branch, after almost one decade of suspension.This move 
offers more proofs of the determination of the Jordanian 

regime to expropriate the sole representation of our people by 

the PLO. The dangers of this process can not be totally under

stood except by viewing it in the context of Camp David, the 

Reagan plan and the solidifying of the triple alliance between 

Arafat, Hussein and Mubarak. 

The Jordanian role exposes .extreme dangers in the light 

of the possibilities for the AI-Mirakh alignment to return to 

power in the Zionist entity. This question raises the possibilities 

of reaching a Middle Regional solution which depends on «a 

Jordanian bias, and adopts the liquidationist essence of both 

projects, the «United Kingdom» and the «Confederation» 

which gives the relations between the capitulationist right wing 

and the Jordanian regime a dangerous dimension surpassing 

any previous stage. 

Arafat's visit to Jordan, his discussions with King Hussein, 

their joint agreement on major issues, and the joint declared 

alliance between them -which carries some significance in the 

light of the history of the Jordanian reactionary regime, its 

aggressive policies towards the Palestinian cause, all Arab lib

eration movements and progressive questions, and his ambi

tions to be the old-new heir of the PLO - offers the final evi

dence for the determination of the capitulationist Palestinian 

right wing to continue the course of deviation, not abiding to the 

resolutions reaffirmed by the Palestinian National Council. 

This reaffirms the correctness of the PFLP line calling for 

Arafat's resignation and removal from the chairmanship of the 

Executive Committee of the PLO, as he is no longer trusted in 

relation to the PLO resolutions and National Program. 
The rightist deviationist policy had a set of negative reflec

tions on conditions inside the occupied territories. The most 

important one was that it provided an opportunity for reactio

nary elements - proteges of Jordan and the Zionist entity to 

start a set of moves which aims to put pressure on Arafat to 

make him authorize Jordan to speak on behalf of the Palesti

nians and thus bypassing the PLO as the sole, legitimate rep

resentative of the Palestinian people and their national cause, 

and to provide an opportunity for people like Shawa and Elias 

Freij and other reactionary elements to exploit the split taking 

place in the political position of the PLO in order to direct blows 

to the democratic and progressive Palestinian forces inside the 

occupied homeland under various pretexts. 

The Central Committee considered the conditions in the 

occupied homeland and reviewed the destructive and danger

ous reflections resulting from the rightist deviationist policy led 

by Vasser Arafat, which entails the greatest harm to our 
people's struggle there. The Central Committee expressed its 

deep pride in our people's struggle in the occupied territories, 

their courageous opposition to the Zionist enemy's plans, and 

their decisive confrontation to the rightist deviationist policy of 

the capitulationist Palestinian right wing. These steadfast mas

ses continuously reaffirm their commitment and belief in the 

unity of the PLO on the basis of its national program hostile to ..,_ 
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imperialism, Zionism and reaction, and their persistance to 
oppose all attempts of deviation, capitulation and division. 

Moreover, The Central Committee of the P.F.L.P. deeply 

considered the talks in Aden and the results of the quadruple 

meeting between the Joint Leadership, the Palestine Libera

tion Front and the Palestinian Communist Party. It reaffirmed 

its great gratification and high esteems of these talks and their 

outcomes, as what happenned in Aden represents an impor

tant step towards implementing the unity of the Palestinian 

arena and the ranks of the PLO and creating a broad Palesti

nian national front within the PLO to confront the course of 

deviation and capitulation. 

While the Central Committee of the P.F.L.P. highly 

evaluates the results of the Aden talks, it reaffirms its great 
concern to the need of having a comprehensive Palestinian 

national dialogue with all Palestinian forces in order to create a 

broad Palestinian national front within the PLO to oppose the 

course of deviation and capitulation and to preserve and 

strengthen the unity of the PLO on the basis of its national 

program hostile to Imperialism, Zionism and Arab Reaction. 

The great danger surrounding our people's cause and 

revolution require that all Palestinian forces, striving to con

tinue the revolution and the Palestinian armed struggle, to 

unite their efforts and potentials in order to preserve the 

revolutionary march of our people and to eradicate the course 

of deviation and capitulation, and to preserve the unity of the 

PLO, so that the revolution will continue to realize the objective 

of our people and their national aspirations. 
On the Arab level, The Central Committee of the P.F.L.P. 

discussed the recent development on all levels. In particular, it 

considered the positive development witnessed in the Arab 

arena. The )Tlass movement in Sudan, Tunisia, and Morocco 

clearly shows that the dilemma of the capitulating and reactio-

situation is beginning to witness the emerge of a mass rise 

which covers the whole Arab area, and gives the Arab libera

tion forces and their allies an opportunity to seize the initiative 

and wage a counter .attack backed by the great victory 

achieved in Lebanon which transformed the Lebanese 

National Movement, the Palestinian Revolution and Syria from 

positions of defense to positions of offense. 

On the international level, The Central Committee of the 

P.F.L.P. discussed the recent developments and considered 

in particular the aggressive policy of the USA. This policy is an 

outcome of the general crisis of the world capitalist system on 

various economic, political and social aspects, whereby 

Imperialism attempts to rid itself of this crisis by escalating its 

aggressive policy against the people, increase tensions in the 
world by returning to the policy of cold war and redeployment 

of Pershing 2 and Cruise missiles in Europe and thus threaten

ing humanity with a danger of nuclear catastrophe. 

In confronting this policy, all peoples and progressive 

forces in the world, countries of the socialist community, with 

the Soviet Union in the forefront rise to limit this policy and to 

establish peace and freedom, the aspirations of all peoples. 
The national liberation movements in Asia, Africa and 

Latin America confront the aggressive policy of the US through 

escalating their armed struggle backed by all progressive and 

peace loving peoples of the world. 

At the end of its plenum, The Central Committee of the 

P.F.L.P. saluted the masses of our people in the occupied 
homeland and the fighting masses in Southern Lebanon. 

Moreover, it saluted the steadfast heroes of our people in the 

prisons of Zionist occupation and of reactionary regimes. 

LONG LIVE THE ARMED PALESTINIAN REVOLUTION 

WE WILL BE VICTORIOUS 

The Central Committee of the Popular Front for the Liberation 
nary Arab regimes has started to enter an aggravating stage of Palestine 
on different levels- political, social and economic. The Arab April12, 1984 • 



Arafat's Visit to Cairo 
the Egyptian Communist View 

The following is a translation of an article written by Michel Kamal, Politbureau member of the Com
munist Party of Egypt, which appeared in the February edition of AI Yassar AI Arabi (The Arab Left). The 
subject is Arafat's visit to Cairo and its political implications. We find it important that our leaders are 
acquainted with the viewpoint of Arab progressive forces on this subject, for indeed it is a matter with 
implications spreading beyond the Palestinian revolution, to affect the Arab national liberation move
ment. Michel Kamal's article essentially takes the form of a polemic directed to some components of the 
nationalist opposition in Egypt, who supported Arafat's visit. (The explanatory notes in brackets are our 
own.) 

The reconciliation «gate» and the Camp David 
path 

Now that the storm unleashed by Arafat's visitto Cairo and 

his talks with the President of Egypt has calmed down, the 

atmosphere is suitable for a comradely, reasonable discus

sion. Though there are broad differences in the evaluation of 

the visit, these differences exist within the framework of the 

alliance of the Arab nationalist forces. We are confident that 

the parties involved in an erroneous evaluation of this subject 

will reevaluate their positions on the basis of their nationalist 
sentiment. .. 

In order to clarify our point of view, and save the objective 

political outlook from the vagueness that has been spread ... 

we will focus on the substance of the matter. Without undere

stimating the dangerous, negative aims of the initiative to 

break the Egyptian regime's isolation, and putting aside dis

cussion of boycott as a method in the political work, we do not 
consider that the essence of the problem lies in the fact that «a 

leader of an Arab nationalist movement met with the president 

of a subordinate regime». Rather the essence lies in the ulti

mate ideological and political basis behind this step, the confu

sion that surrounded it, the context in which the meeting 

occured, the anticipated complications and the dangers it 

entails, for it reveals an approach and an alternative that viol

ates the political line and decisions of the Palestinian revolu

tion. Furthermore, it contradicts the interests of the Egyptian 

national liberation movement and the Arab liberation struggle. 

We begin by presenting the moves that preceded, accom

panied and followed this event, for these clearly expose the 

pla~s and desires of the members of the Camp David alliance 
and Arab reaction to capitalize on this «error». Their moves 

and statements to a great extent speak for themselves, remov

ing the need for superfluous analysis and explanation. 

Egyptian preparations 

Two days prior to the Arafat-Mubarak meeting, Egypt's 

Foreign Minister made a surprise visit to Washington, where 
he met with Schultz and Reagan. The President of Egypt has 

not tried to hide that an American «blessing» had been 

obtained: «We told them that Arafat will stop in Cairo on his 

way, and they welcomed the idea.••(A/ Watan, December 24.) 

One day prior to the «surprise» (Arafat's visit), A/ Ahram ..,. 
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reported Kamal Hassan Ali as saying, "The Reagan Administ· · or deceive it. Egypt is working to save the peace talks from the 

ration has responded to certain Egyptian ideas to revive the stalemate they are suffering.» (A/ Watan, December 31.) 

negotiations concerning the Palestinian issue». (A/ Ahram, 

December 22.) He expressed his conviction that" The Palesti

nian leadership now concentrates on political methods ... and if 

they merely get the hope for a peaceful solution, I believe there 

will be no need for more terrorism.» He emphasized that 

ccEgypt is permanently in contact with Arafat and King Hussein 

to encourage them to join the peace process in the area on the 

basis of the Reagan initiative.» After his meeting with the US 

envoy Rumsfield, Mubarak declared, ccWe encourage the 

Palestinians to cooperate with King Hussein and establish 

links to push the Reagan plan to determine peace in the Middle 

East.» 

A quick reaction came from the official American side in 

support of this step, as ccan encouraging development in light I 
of Egypt's commitment to the Camp David agreement and its 

strong support to the Reagan initiative.» In his first press con

ference after the Arafat-Mubarak meeting, the US President 

expressed his belief that «what President Mubarak is doing is 

to talk Mr. Arafat into going back to where he was ... to hold con

tacts with King Hussein and make the peace negotiations, that 

is, any peace proposal to move to a new point.» He added, 

"Yet it is not necessary that an overall settlement in the Middle 

East precedes the settlement in Lebanon.'' (as reported in 

December 23rd newpapers.) 

In summary, nothing is new; the US and Egypt are in 

agreement and committed to the policy of Camp David and the 

Reagan plan. 

Israel- full partner 

lri the meantime, Schultz had sent a message to the Israeli 

Prime Minister, trying to appease him by saying, "The meeting 

encourages Jordan to negotiate in order to reach a peaceful 

settlement with Israel, similar to what Egypt did before.» 

Despite the official Israeli protests, which expressed fear that 

the US role might not coincide with their objectives, "Israel was 

satisfied to attack Egypt», as was stated by Deputy Prime 

Minister David Levy. 3Herald Tribune, December 30.) Eliaho 

Ben Eliazer, chairman of the Israeli Foreign Affairs and Sec

urity Committee and former ambassador to Egypt, declared: 

"The main fact remains that Arafat went to Mubarak without 

Mubarak's renouncing the Camp David agreements, and with 

the flag of Israel raised over the Israeli embassy in Cairo.» (A/ 

lttihad, December 23.) Yitzhak Rabin also stated his opinion: 

ccPerhaps the meeting will prove to be positive if it enables 

Egypt to convince King Hussein to represent the Palestinians 

in the peace negotiations.» (Herald Tribune, December 25.) 

Shamir called for renewal of the autonomy talks. 

Speaking to Yediot Aharanot, Butros Ghali, the Egyptian 

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, tried to appease his Israeli 

allies by saying that he wanted to «clarify to public opinion in 

Israel that Egypt does not intend to work behind Israel's back 
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With this commitment to the cchonor of Camp David», the 

Egyptian authorities rapidly sent their envoy, Shafi Abdel 

Hamid, deputy of Foreign Affairs, to Israel to meet David 

Kimche, the General Director of. the Foreign Ministry, and 

Prime Minister Shamir. After the latter was satisfactorily 

appeased, the two discussed «issues of mutual interest to 

achieve common objectives». Shamir told the Egyptian envoy 

that he ccwould like to reactivate the autonomy talks for the 

Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza after the period of 

stagnation.» (Herald Tribune, December 30.) According to 

Zionist logic, this is limited to civil administration for the popula

tion without any power over the land. 

It is legitimate to ask about the aims of some of Israel's 

actions in the recent period. For instance, at the time of the 

prisoner exchange when the battle in Tripoli reached its climax, 

assurances were given, to Mubarak in particular, of «safe pas

sage» for Arafat and the Palestinian fighters, without blocking 

their departure from Lebanon. In any case, the shrewdness of 

the enemy should not be underestimated; Israel takes advan

tage of every available opportunity to weaken its opponents 

and push things in a certain direction - in this case, cornering 

Egypt and Jordan, taking into account all possibilities and 

options. Since the wise men of international finance capital are 

the ones who created ccthe game of nations», it is easy to 

deduce its principles and conclude the modes of reaction 

among the national bourgeoisie. 

And Jordanian initiatives 

In mid-December, King Hussein declared in an interview 

with BBC that he may find himself forced in the near future to 

bypass the Arab consensus and be satisfied with an Arab 

majority, as the means for joining negotiations on the West 

Bank and Gaza. After the Arafat-Mubarak meeting, the King 

called to cchave as the first point on the agenda of any coming 

Arab Summit, reconsideration of the Arab League Charter, 

whereby decisions will be by majority and not by consensus., 

(A/ Watan, January 1.) In response, Khaled Hassan of Fatah's 

Central Committee stated that desire is mounting to ccstop 

working according to the principle of consensus in the PLO, 

and rely on the majority in making decisions., 

Contacts between Cairo and Amman became active. 

Before the Arafat-Mubarak meeting was over, the Minister of 

Economy carried a message from Mubarak to the Jordanian 

monarch concerning the settlement. Later, the President of 

Egypt sent the director of his office for political affairs, Osama 

al Baz, «to inform him about the current talks that occurred with 

Arafat». 

On January 5th, King Hussein abolished the National 

Consultative Council and called the Jordanian parliament for 

an emergency session. This parliament had not met since the 

occupation of the West Bank in 1967, and was indefinitely sus-



pended in 1974, when the Rabat Summit declared the PLO as 

the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. 

This step is a violation of the Rabat Summit resolutions and 

aims to put pressure on the PLO to determine its position in 

negotiations on the basis of the Reagan plan, which has been 

adopted by the Hashemite Kingdom. 

The Arafat-Mubarak meeting was the opening for a series 

of successive steps, closely linked to the nature and outlook of 

the party to which this new crossing had occurred, i.e. 

Mubarak. The most outstanding of these-steps are: 

Govemment-ln-exlle .... and campaign against 
the radicals 

Yasir Arafat declared that he endorsed the establishment 

of a government-in-exile. The chief editor of AI Ahram, Ibrahim 

Nafe, praised this step as «the first positive political initiative by 

Arafat after the departure». It is well known that Sadat, from 

1972, had insisted on establishing a «provisional Palestinian 

government». Mubarak proposed the idea again during the 

Israeli siege of Beirut, declaring his willingness that this gov

ernment «reside in Cairo». On December 29, 1983, he 

declared to Kuwaiti papers that «Cairo cannot host this govern

ment, because Egypt must have its freedom of movement». 

ThiS formula of government-in-exile was always proposed 

by Arab reaction; it has received response from conservative 

trends in the PLO,.who were inclined to reconciliation and com

promises; cornered by the constraints of internal «democ

racy», they sought alternative frameworks to the PLO. 

It is rather difficult to separate this idea from «the nature of 

the next stage of the Palestinian struggle (which) will be deter

mined by political, diplomatic and popular work on the Arab 

and international levels», as stated by Arafat to the Saudi 

newspaper, AI Youm, on December 23rd. A Washington Post 

correspondent wrote that Arafat said to him that «his attitude 

this time towards King Hussein will not be as it was last April, 

when he withdrew from the negotiations table on the Reagan 

peace plan. Moreover, he will not bow to the pressure of the 

radical factions in the organization.,!! (AI Ahali, January 4.) It is 

known that the pressures at that time came from inside the 
Central Committee of Fatah. 

Yasir Arafat's emphasis that he will not accept any truce or 

reconciliation with the «dissidents», and Mubarak's state

ments that «Arafat promised me to finish the question of the 

dissidents and to put the Palestinian house in order from the 

inside, to hold contacts with King Hussein and explore the next 

_ stage as soon as possible», confirm the interference of the 

Egyptian authorities in the «independence of the Palestinian 

decision». Added to that were Butros Ghali's statements in the 

People's Assembly, where he didn't hide that «Egypt encour

ages the moderate faction in the PLO». This means an attempt 

to split the organization, since Cairo considers all the other fac

tions as radicals and extremists. 

The unjustified political campaign against the 
Soviet Union 

It was claimed by Arafat that the Soviet union had stopped 

providing arms, a claim which was denied by AbJJ Jihad and 

Arafat's supporters. Arafat unjustly claimed that «the Soviet 

Union took the side of their Syrian ally». Furthermore, his 

attack reached the extent of a veiled threat when he remarked 

to AI Akhbar, a warning that the Soviet Embassy in Beirut has 

no protection. He added that «the Soviet presence in the Mid

dle East would disappear if he was defeated in the battle of 

Tripoli».!! It is very unfortunate that these attacks came from a 

leader of an organization that receives the greatest political, 

military and morale support from the Soviet ally. The danger

ous implications of these statements lie in that they are indica

tions of retreat, which has always begun by opening a fabri

cated battle against the Soviet Union. 

Shifting alliances 

Lifting the ugly face of the subordinate regime of Egypt by 

expressions of appreciation and praise ... To this end, Arafat 

employed abstractions and generalities which mixed Egypt, 

the state, with Egypt, the people and their national movement; 

he mixed between «shanty Egypt» and «palace Egypt», in the 

words of the Egyptian poet, Ahmed Fuad Nejem. 

This is to ignore the alliances of the regime and the strings 

that bind it, which Arafat accepts submissively. He speaks of 

«big brother Egypt who leads the area» and that the moment 

Egypt is absent from the leadership «defeats take place». He 

expresses his desire to depend on the «Weight of Egypt». His 

spokesman Ahmed Abdel Rahman declares that «the latest 

battles have proven that there is no ally for the organization 

(PLO) other than Egypt, and there is no alternative to Egypt». 

Moreover, he views that «any changes in the Middle East 

would have to pass first through the Egyptian gate».!! (A/ 

Watan, December 30.) 

We talk in a different language, for we belong to a different 

Egypt than the one they mean. The «Weight» of Egypt, the 

state, was and will remain close to the US solution, imperialist 

hegemony, and liquidating the Palestinian cause and legiti

mate rights. The Egyptian gate leads nowhere except to Camp 

David ... until further notice when the people of Egypt, our 

Egypt, have put this regime in its final place of rest. 

President Mubarak did not let «the occasion» pass with

out teaching his guest and all Arabs a hard lesson. Venting his 

anger, he proudly declared that Arafat's visit served to «con

firm that Egypt was always right». He expressed his readiness 

to «meet with any Arab leader to convince him of Camp 

David». He advised the Arabs «to help President Reagan» and 

emphasized that «the point of agreement is to start moving on 

the basis of the Reagan initiative». 

This talk of ours is also directed to some Egyptian oppos- .... 
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ition forces who participated in, or supported the dramatic visit. 

The covergence ofthe two approaches and lines (those of 

the Palestinian right and Arab reaction) is not something new. 

It appea~ed tragically in the last PNC session where the con

ciliatory trend prevailed concerning several problems and 

proposed (imperialist) projects. This meant the policy of LAA'M 

(yes and no at the same time) and feeble slogans and for

mulas, such as the one that resulted as a compromise: «Close

ness to the Egyptian regime a much as it distances itself from 

Camp David». This formula left the way open for contradictory 

int~rpretations and assessments, because in the final analysis 

it bows to the (leading) class structure and ideological basis, 

which allows for steering events according to desires. The 

danger of these fluctuations mounts in times of crisis and set

backs for the revolution, when polarization and social move

ment are active in the terrain of an atmosphere of defeatism. 

This was the bolster relied on by the supporters of the meeting 

with the Egyptian regime, considering this to be «implementing 

the resolutions of the PNC>>. 

International media almost unanimously agreed that the 

primary beneficiary of the visit was the Egyptian regime. Here 

we have the right to ask: Did this spectacular occasion on the 

part of Fatah's leadership lead to pulling the Egyptian regime 

away from Israel? In reality, what happened was just the oppo

site: Egyptian-Israeli contacts and coordination were 

advanced to a higher level; the second part of Camp David and 

the Reagan plan were revived; channels were opened for 

broader and firmer cooperation under the pretext of the neces

sity of regaining the rights of the Palestinian people. 

From the Illusion of «closeness» to the art of 
national commitment 

tingly slipped into the kingdom of illusions, thus adopting and 

propagandizing the claims of the authority. ll:trahim Nate wrote 

praising «the participation of Egypt in protecting the forces of 

Arafat during their trip to North Yemen». One of the opposition 
papers picked this up and inflated it beyond all limits, writing 

that President Mubarak «ordered the Egyptian Armed Forces, 

Air Force and Navy to protect the Greek ships carrying Arafat 

and the Palestinian fighters, since they came close to Egyptian 

territorial waters ... ». This was not confined to distortion of the 

news. The tragedy lies in the fact that the writer concluded, 

"This is the first time since the October War of 1973, that the 

Armed Forces of Egypt are assigned a task which places them 

in possible confrontation with the major enemy of Egypt and 

the Arabs, i.e., the Israeli Defense Forces who threatened 

Arafat and his fighters.,! Moreover, he continues the talk about 

«the beginning of Arab unity with a correct national strategy».!! 

Similar expressions appeared in a commentary in another 

issue of the same paper, while the other articles on the same 

subject differed. This «dischord>> appears to reflect the view of 

certain individuals or a group. 

Based on mutual criticism between allies, we cannot 

remain silent towards such reckless explanations. We must be 

vigilant about the confusion that is created in public opinion by 

such illusions. President Mubarak himself does not claim these 

«heroic actions». He emphasizes that he «Obtained Israeli 

guarantees for safe passage for Mr. Arafat and his men>>. This 

means that he obtained a «permit» and gave the green light 

after consultations with Tel Aviv. What a difference there is bet

ween reality and this tragic, adventurous imagination! 

In Egypt and on the Arab level, various «theories» have 

been advanced with the purpose of making the regime or some 

of its components look better. These «theories» are spread 

under the influence of partial reforms and changes that do not 

We reiterate that the issue is not merely one of «a meeting touch the essence of things, with the hope that the regime will 

of a national movement leader with the president of a subordi- , respond favorably to the flexibility of the factions (advancing 

nate regime». It is much greater than that. It consists of a com
plete approach that requires taking practical steps towards a 

clearly defined path. Therefore, it cannot be covered by the 

curtain of «forgiving and forgetting>>. Nor can it be erased from 

the memory by the mere repetition of some statements 

emphasizing the «firmness>> of positions against Camp David 

and the Reagan plan. Rather, a frank, critical assessment is 

required, one that is not confined to formalities, but deals with 

the substance of the matter. 

We criticized the formula of «closeness as much as dis

tancing» and noted its destructive results. This formula feeds 

the illusions of some factions of the nationalist opposition, 

while providing others with justifications for going back on 

many positions. It leads the most conscious masses to lose 

confidence in the leadership and struggle against the 

imperialist agreements and plans, especially abrogating Camp 

David. 

The following is one example of the disasterous effects of 

the imagination of some elements of the opposition, who unwit-
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the «theories») by «getting close» to them. Some of these 

«theories>> are: 
-The «theory>> of inheritance that considers the regime's pre

sent subordination as a «wrapped package» that unexpec

tedly fell on the shoulders of the new rulers. An honest, objec

tive examination of the role of the regime's components during 

the Sadat era squarely refutes this «theory>>. President 

Mubarak himself do~s not deny that he was a «full partner», 

convinced of the essence of the policy. The changes in the 

methods of rule and the forms of exercising state authority is a 

different question that has its own reasons, which are beyond 

the scope of this article. 
-The «theory>> of changes, which are viewed as the transi

tion to a position qualitatively different from the existing subor
dination. This too is denied by President Mubarak in all his 

statements. We witness not only a continuation of essentially 

the same situation, but also additions to the policy of Sadat, not 

pulling away from it. The set of developments that followed the 

killing of Sadat emphasizes this. All that was essential to 



Sadatism has been adhered to: support of the Reagan plan, 

the Israeli-Lebanese agreement, US military bases and joint 

maneuvers with the Rapid Deployment Force and NATO; spe

cial relations with the US, supporting its aggressive policy, or 

remaining silent as in the case of Lebanon and Grenada; 

increasing dependence on US aid, and hostility towards the 

Soviet Union and the socialist camp; forming a new reactionary 

axis with Jordan and Iraq, after their role in implementing the 

US plans emerged in this period; broad alliance with Arab reac

tion with increased opportunities for developing this alliance 

and making it official through the «Palestinian envoy», who 

took the initiative to break the blockade and official boycott; 

transforming Sudan into an ccEgyptian protectorate•• and mak

ing official the sending of mercenaries from the Egyptian 

Armed Forces to support reactionary regimes. 

-There is a theory which talks about the "independent Pales

tinian decision». This is a legitimate right which all progressive 

nationalists support. Yet this does not lessen the responsibility 

of those parties that work to impair this independence. Here a 

question arises: By what logic can we conceive of the separa

tion from the anti-imperialist front in the Arab East, which is 

headed by the tripartite alliance of the Palestinian-Lebanese 

national liberation movements with Syria? By what logic can 

we conceive of the transition to meeting with Camp David 

Egypt and , via Jordan, having a diplomatic dialogue with 

America? By what logic will such a relationship protect the 

independence of the Palestinian decision? 

-There is the argument of ccsaving what can be saved as 

opposed to the Israeli bulldozers' daily ravaging of the Palesti

nian territories in the West Bank and Gaza.,, and the call for a 

rapid solution before Israel implements its decision to Judaize 

the West Bank and Gaza after the US elections. Without unde

restimating the danger of the land being swallowed, we must 

be alert to the deliberate exaggeration of these dangers. In 

spite of the immense efforts to consolidate the settlements, the 

number of settlers has not exceeded 30,000. All signs indicate 

that the Israelis aim to increase this number to 1 00,000 by the 

end of 1985, but this is difficult to implement. This difficulty 

increases with the mounting internal economic and political 

crisis and the long-term budget deficit that leads to cuts in the 

settlement budget. Moreover, it leads to emigration from Israel. 

In the beginning of this January, the Deputy Minister of Immig

ration anticipated an increase of emigration this year to 50,000 

Israelis- triple the 1984 figure. 

Undoubtedly, there are changes in the Arab and interna

tional arena that require modifications in tactics, methods and 

forms of activities, but not in the basic strategy of the Arab liber

ation movement or its components, or a renunciation of its 

modest objectives. A hard defeat was inflicted on the Palesti

nian resistance in Lebanon on the military level; then there was 

the tragic antagonism that reached the point of combat among 

the factions of the Palestinian national movement, and the 

crisis of its leadership. Yet, on the other hand, we find that the 

counterrevolutionary camp also suffers from difficulties, con-

tradictions and defeats that are certainly not less and perhaps 

more than those in the camp of the revolution. 

Soon after the victories of the Israeli war machine, points 

of weakness were revealed. The objectives it achieved were at 

a high price, while Israeli inability to resist guerilla warfare that 

has a popular depth was confirmed. Added to their failure to 

conquer Beirut, the Israelis are now exposed to daily attrition 

which inflicts greater losses than ever before. This has 

reflected on the internal economic and moral structure, and 

created a strong opposition to the expansionist policy. Israel is 

no longer feared as the «strong arm» after it sank in the quag

mire. It is still licking wounds that bleed profusely due to the 

heroic actions of the popular resistance that became real 

guerilla warfare. Thus, Tel Aviv's main concern has become 

how to escape from the Lebanese trap. 

The NATO armada, led by the US fleet, was powerless to 

stop hundreds of Marines and Multinational Forces from being 

swallowed. They are having a profoundly new experience con

fronting small people, light weapons and the humble militias of 

parties and sects - «human bombs». The New Jersey's 

canons, the most modern aircraft and the most destructive roc

kets and bombs, the genocidal war waged against unarmed 

people, are all to no avail. All this elicited a response inside the 

western societies, creating the beginning of a «Lebanon com

plex» even before the effects of the «Vietnam complex» are 

dispelled. 

Volunteering a solution to the enemy crisis 

It is erroneous to underestimate the Egyptian bourgeoisie, 

especially after it has overcome its period of worry, wherein it 

liquidated the system of national state capitalism. Moreover, it 

succeeded in deepening the capitalist relations in the present 

subordinate system. It succe-eded in confronting the growing 

opposition, popular anger, and the pressure exerted by fac

tions that were hurt by capitalism... While searching for 

methods to secure capitalist relations in the face of these 

requirements and pressures, the role of the most intelligent 

sectors and elements of the establishment emerged; they 

made modifications in the form and methods of their practices, 

without any essential changes. 

The above-mentioned considerations, i.e. the dilemma of 

US policy and the Israeli crisis, added to the limitations of the 

ccSaudi bag•• (the idea that Riyad could lead Arab reaction), 

helped the Egyptian bourgeoisie to realize its «golden oppor

tunity•• to become the political agent of imperialism in the area, 

playing the leading role in coordinating and directing the 

moves of Arab reaction, close to the reliable Israeli agent as 

the military strike force, all on the basis of strategic consensus. 

In this particular condition, any reconsideration of the sub

ordinate Egyptian regime becomes a policy with grave dan

gers, through which imperialism, Israel and Arab reaction can 

find a way out of their dilemma and lighten the weight of their 

crises. e 
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I I~ I ' 
With its kingdom created by the 

British colonialists as a buffer for the 

Zionist state, the Hashemite monarchy 

has stayed in power by suppressing the 
people who fell under its jurisdiction, 

whether Palestinian or Jordanian. Hard 

repression has always been applied 

against any nationalist tendency and 

especially leftists. In the fifties, the 

regime gained notoriety for its fascist 

practices, imprisoning and torturing 

those who spoke out or tried to struggle 

against the Zionist occupation of Pales

tine. This later culminated in the 1970-

71 massacres to drive out the Palesti

nian resistance and terrorize the people 

into passivity. 
Then for a time, more subtle means 

of repression reigned. Imprisonment 

was still used of course, but the regime 

also began to deal with political activists 

by denying them permission to work 

and travel, withholding their passports 

and calling them for interrogation inter

mittently. 

With the Zionist invasion of Leba
non, King Hussein eyed a new chance 

for entering the imperialist settlement. 

Anxious to find a Palestinian cover for 

this, and hoping to capitalize on the 

PLO's evacuation from Beirut, he 

offered an amnesty for those who 

wished to return to their families living in 

Jordan. In reality, this marked a 

resurgence in open, brutal repression. 

The King 's amnesty proved to be a lie, 

as cadres of the Palestinian resistance 

were rounded up on their return. This 

included those who had left from Jordan 

with official permission to fight in the 

1982 war, at a time when the king found 

it opportune to display his "patriotism». 

Also arrested were those who entered 
Jordan after being released from Ansar, 

while Palestinians returning from 

imprisonment in Zionist jails continued 

to be rearrested. New restrictions were 

imposed on Palestinians living in Jor

dan, that young men must sign up for 

the army, as well as on students coming 

from the occupied territories. 

Meanwhile the regime did not drop 

its more subtle repressive means. 

These are now applied against the 

families of the growing number of politi

cal detainees: refusal of work and resi

dence permits, withholding passports, 

threats of deportation,etc. 

While the regime has billed its rep

ressive campaign as a precautionary 

measure, to guarantee against unrest, it 

actually created a new field for popular 

and nationalist struggle. Mahatta, the 

central prison in Amman, became a 

crowded meeting place, bringing 

together long-term. political detainees, 

cadres from the Pales'tinian resistance 

armed with the experience of Lebanon, 

as well as youth from the 1967 occupied 

territories. Their hunger strike in March 

marked a new escalation of the long

term struggle for democrar;y in Jordan. 

Hunger Strike in AI-Mahatta Prison 

many institutions including the Jorda
nian government, parliament, the Minis

try of Interior, the Ministry of Justice and 

the General Directory of Security and 

Intelligence. Copies were also sent to 
the Jordanian Trade Union, the PLO 
office in Amman and Amnesty Interna
tional. The strike lasted for 13 consecu

tive days. During this time, the number of 

participants rose to 114 prisoners. 

Reactions 

The hunger strike created an inter
nal outcry and drew the attention of 

broad sectors among different circles in 
the country. This is because it was the 

biggest strike in the Jordanian prisons 
since 1950's, serving to expose the fal
sity of the «democracy» claimed by the 
authorities. The authorities were dis

mayed by this bold act on the part of the 

political prisoners and by the public 

attention it drew.Day by day, mass sup

port mounted in solidarity with the pris
oners' demands. Support came from 
mass organizations and trade unions. 
Solidarity actions occurred,such as the 

women's sit-in at the 'Red Cross head

quarters in Amman, and the women's 

demonstration to the PLO office in 

Amman, which was suppressed by the 
Jordanian security forces. Some of the 
women were detained and interrogated. 

The heads of trade unions in Jordan 

sent a telegram to the Prime Minister, 

demanding acceptance of the political 

prisoners' demands. They also sought 

to meet with him for the same purpose. 
The General Secretariat bf the Popular 

Political prisoners escalate their struggle and achieve one round Forces in Jordan held a meeting and 

adopted the prisoners' demands. Furth-
On March 1Oth, political prisoners in 

Mahatta Central Prison in Amman, 

declared a hunger strike to last until their 
demands were fulfilled . They called for 
the release of all political detainees. This 

included the release of prisoners from 

the occupied territories, so that they 

could return there before their Israeli-

issued permits expired, which would 

mean de facto expulsion. They also 
demanded a review of the cases of the 
prisoners who had been arbitrarily sen
tenced in unjust military trials. ·These 

demands were spelled out in a state

ment by the political prisoners in 

Mahatta, and copies were distributed to 

ermore, it made contact with some 

members of parliament in order to have 

the issue raised there. The Committees 
for the Defense of Democratic Freedom 
in Jordan appealed to all Arab and inter

national organizations concerned with 

freedom and human rights. (See box for 

text.) 



The Committee's appeal was 

accompanied by a circular by the rela

tives of the political prisoners, who held 

the Jordanian government responsible 

for whatever might happen to the prison
ers as a result of the hunger strike, espe

cially as 15 of them were suffering from 
long-term, dangerous illnesses. 

Preliminary results 

As a result of the political prisoners' 

struggle, their 13-day hunger strike, and 

the broad solidarity campaign, the Jor

danian government was forced to relent. 
On March 23rd, promises and guaran

tees were made by the officials con

cerned and submitted to the prisoners 

through members ofthe parliament, who 

had intervened on their behalf. In accor

dance with these promises, the Palesti

nian prisoners issued a statement, dec

laring the end of the strike (printed 

below). This is a great achievement, yet 
continued vigilance and struggle is 

required to insure fulfillment of the 

pledges given. e 
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STATEMENT OF ALL THE POLITICAL PRISONERS 
IN MAHA IT A CENTRAL PRISON 

To the national forces, organizations, 

personalities and trade unions in Jor
dan: 

For thirteen days we have been 

waging a hunger strike in opposition to 

the authorities, which they proved 

unable to foil .. . 

Some prominent members of parli

ament, authorized by the council of rep

resentatives, namely Yousef AI Athem, 

Laith Shbeilat, Daoud Suleiman, inter

vened directly by taking initiative to meet 

with us and the officials concerned, in 

order to find a solution to the problem; a 
permanent committee was formed to 
pursue the question of the political pris
oners. 

The following promises and 

guarantees from the officials concerned 

were submitted to us through these rep
resentatives: 

1. Readiness to release the political 

detainees within a period that does not 

exceed the first half of April 1984. 

2. Consent to free the political prisoners 

from the occupied territories and enable 

them to return there. 

3. Serious study of the cases of the sen

tenced political prisoners and reconsid

eration of their sentences. 

The question of the political prison

ers has now been totally and effectively 

presented on the political, informational 

and mass levels for the first time in Jor-

dan, on all levels and within the different 

circles. 

In view of the above, we have 

decided to end our hunger strike on 

Thursday afternoon , March 22, 1984. 

While declaring this decision, we 

would like to emphasize our total adher

ence to all political demands presented 

in the document whereby we declared 

the strike on March 1 0, 1984; we 

emphasize our continuous readiness 

and firm commitment to struggle, so that 

these demands will be fulfilled , regard
less of the sacrifices involved. 

We have a high evaluation of the 

active role of all national forces, organi

zations, personalities and trade unions, 

in and outside Jordan, that supported 

our just cause, and of the mothers and 

relatives of the political prisoners who 

stood by us. At the same time, we urge 

these forces, organizations and per

sonalities to continue the struggle so 

that this regime and its repressive 

methods against our people and milit

ants will be exposed. 

Signature I Political prisoners in 
Mahatta Central Prison, 

Amman- Friday, March 23, 1984 



Demonstrations 
in Yarmouk University 

In late February, the University of Yarmouk, in lrbid, Jordan, wit
nessed a mass student movement, the broadest and most active 
since the University was establishe(j. Students moved to oppose 
certain measures implemented by the University Administration, and 
demanded reforms in the l.jniversity curriculum. Also there were 
demands for democratic rights for students and trade unions in Jor
dan. 

470 students suspended 

This protest movement arose when 

the University Administration launched 

an attack against the students. Accord

ing to University sources, 470 students 

were suspended. They are enrolled in 

different colleges and years. A great part 

of them are in their 4th academic year -

72 engineering students, 17 4 students 

enrolled in the College of Sciences, 122 

enrolled in the College of Administrative 

Sciences, 74 enrolled in the College of 

Literature, 10 enrolled in the Schools og 

Medicine, Pharmacy, and Medical 
Technology. 

The suspensions included some 

prominent student leaders who have 

strongly opposed the security agents' 

interference in the affairs of the stu

dents. 

The University Administration 
enacted the suspensions on the 

grounds that the students' Accumulative 

Grade Point Averages were below the 

University's minimum, which is known to 

be 70%. In comparison, the minimum at 

the Jordan University in Amman (the 

only other university in Jordan), is 60%. 

This argument of the University 

Administration was rejected by the 

majority of students and some faculty 

members. Some faculty members pro

tested the suspensions to the President, 

Mr. Adnan Badran, and described them 
as unconvincing, inhuman and dubious. 

A statement issued by the students and 

sent to the Popular Forces in Jordan, 

called attention to the fact that the 

administration's decision has grave 

implications on the future of many stu

dents: •<If this direction prevails in the 

University Administration, great num

bers of students will be exposed to final 

suspension at the end of every semes

ter••. 
In fact, this year's action is not the 

first in the history of the university. For 

instance, 520 students were suspended 

at the end of the first semester of the 

Academic Year of 1982-83. This was fol

lowed by suspending 180 students at 

the end of the 2nd semester of the same 

year. 

Defect lies in the curriculum 

This humiliating situation facing 

many students in Jordan has deep

rooted causes. The above mentioned 

students' statement asks: Where is the 

defect and why do so many students get 

suspended? Apparently, this deteriorat

ing situation is a reflection of the hard 

curriculum followed at the university, 

which is the major reason for the sus

pensions of the 470 students, if not 

more. It is well known that it is the best 

students of the secondary schools who 

gain admittance to the two universities in 

Jordan. 

We notice this phenomena of sus
pending students in the University of 

Yarmouk, but not in the Jordanian Uni-

versity. Therefore, the main defect must 

lie in the curriculum and the regulations 

imposed on students. 

Students go on strike 

As a result of the enduring problem, 

the students at Yarmouk University 

moved to protest these measures of the 

University Administration, the university 

regulations and the curriculum. On Feb

ruary 6th, the events began when a big 
number of students met in the main yard 

of the university. They raised banners 
emphasizing the nature of their protest 

as an academic demonstration. Other 

banners were raised condemning the 

suspension of the 470 students due to 

the nature of the curriculum. Later they 

organized a committee, representing 

the suspended students and the others, 

to meet the President of the university. 

However, Badran refused to meet with 

them. Instead, the Director of Student 

Affairs came out, threatening the par

ticipants of the demonstration. The stu

dents continued their protest and 

threatened to go on strike until the fol

lowing demands were met: 1 , The return 

of all suspended students without any 

conditions; 2. Modification of the cur

riculum to provide a good level of educa

tion that includes practical courses 

related to the needs of the Jordanian 

society; 3. Modifications in the system of 

the university, so that it will coincide with 

that of the Jordanian University, con

cerning the Accumulative Grade Point 
Average. 

Gradually, the demonstration 

expanded. Students were leaving their 

lecture rooms to join the demonstration 

on campus. In this process, the Office of 

Admissions and Registration was forced 
to close by the students, while the pro

cess of payment of registration fees was 

taking place. The demonstration passed 

through the university, by almost every 

college, and students joined until the 

number of demonstrators reached 

3000-4000. 
As a result of the active mobiliza

tion, some faculty members joined as 

well, and submitted the students' .... 
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demands to the administration. Delega

tions were formed to explain the 

demands to different faculty members, 

the Deans of Colleges, and the Heads of 

Departments. 

The University Administration tried 

to play a trick, when the Vice-President, 

at one point, declared that the university 

would accept the return of those stu

dents whose AGPA is 2 points less than 

the minimum average. However, the 

students rejected this offer and 

threatened to continue their strike. 

The demonstrations continued until 

February 11th, despite provocations by 

the police and security forces , who 

attempted to confiscate the I.D.cards of 

some students and stamp others. 50 

names were put on a list at the university 

gate for this purpose, but these mea

sures and others did not stop the move

ment. 

On February 11th, while the stu

dents were meeting, university Vice

President, on behalf of the University 

Administration, declared the following 

compromises as a result of continuing 

demonstration and the students' insis

tence on their demands: 

1. The return of all newly sus

pended students. 

2. The return of formerly sus

pended students on the basis of lower

ing the required minimum by 5 points 

and giving them two semesters to raise 

their averages. 

3. Promises to reconsider the cur

riculum in the next four months. 

In light of these results, the students 

demanded that all confiscated I.D.cards 

be returned to their owners, that security 

or disciplinary measures not be taken 

against any student who participated in 

this action, that all faculty members who 

supported this action not be intimidated, 

and the students be given one extra 

week to complete the process of regist

ration. 

The demonstration then turned into 

a major celebration. Students chanted 

and sang, saluting their solidarity, which 

brought about this victory. 
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Sham Elections of the 
Monarchy's 

Parliament in Amman 
In March, provincial elections were held to fill eight empty seats 

in the Jordanian parliament. The decision to hold these elections 
came after 17 years of a freeze on parliamentary life in Jordan, 
whereafter the authorities abolished the National Consultative Coun
cil created in the interim, and convened the suspended National 
Assembly as the legislative body for both the East Bank (Jordan) and 

West Bank (Palestinian) in January of this year. In conjunction with 
this, article 73 of the constitution was amended to enable elections in 
the East Bank and the appointment of deputies for the West Bank, to 
replace those who had died in the meantime. According to Jorda
nian law, the National Assembly consists of 60 members, 30 repre

senting the East Bank, and 30 representing the West Bank. In the 
preparations for the elections, one thing did not change: the state of 
martial law prevailing in the country, whereby all political parties are 
banned. 

By the end of the nomination period, 

over 1 00 candidates were on the ballot 

for the eight contested seats. The candi

dates represented a broad spectrum of 

the political and social tendencies in Jor

dan. This includes the traditional base of 

the Hashemite monarchy in the city and 

villages, represented by candidates of 

the clans, as well as the big land owners, 

political feudalists , some bureaucrats 

and technocrats and liberal bourgeoisie. 

The religious tendency also fielded a 

large number of candidates, who were 

affiliated with organizations like the Mus

lim Brotherhood. 

The nationalist and democratic 

forces were divided on the issue of par

ticipating in these elections. Some par

ticipated in spite of their reservations 

about the elections themselves and 

about the latest political manoeuvres of 

the Jordanian regime. They criticized 

the regime's reasons for reviving the old 

parliament, and demanded general 

elections in the East Bank and a freeze 

on the representation of the West Bank, 

by amending the constitution and elec

tion law of 1960. 

Other democratic and nationalist 

forces boycotted the elections on the 

basis that these are not free and democ

ratic, and only provide a cover for the 

political direction of the Jordanian 

authorities. Among these latter forces, 

the PFLP·s branch in Jordan issued a 

statement clarifying the objectives of the 

elections as follows: 

1. This move on the part of the Jor

danian regime is intended to serve its 

plans, using this as a necessary prelude 

for participating in the capitulationist set

tlement supervised by the US administ

ration. 

2. Since the amendment of article 

73 gives the regime the freedom to 

appoint deputies for the West Bank, it 

contradicts the resolutions of the Rabat 

Summit of 197 4, which recognized the 

PLO as the sole, legitimate representa

tive of the Palestinian people. 



The statement further called for 

amending ttie constitution in a way that 

insures: (1) freezing the West Bank 's 

representation in the Jordanian Parlia

ment; (2) increasing the representatives 

of the East Bank; and (3) holding free 

Jordaman Parliament m sess1on 

and democratic general elections in the 

East Bank only. 

Traditionalists elected 

The result of the election showed 

the correctness of the position of boycot

ting. The only beneficiary was the 

Hashemite monarchy which enacted 

this sham of democracy to promote its 

own political plans which are contradic

tory to the interests of the people. For 

one, the elections occurred in an atmos

phere characterized by tribalism and 

sectarianism, which the regime con

stantly fosters to maintain its own power 

vote-counting procedures in Balka pro

vince. 

We have no illusions that the 

nationalist and democratic forces can 

make gains in the context of the pseudp

democracy offered by the Hashemite 

through distortion of the social structure monarchy. Rather, such elections must 
of the country. Those who won the con

tested seats were from the traditional 

base of the regime. Moreover, the elec

tion procedure itself was fraudulent in 

terms of registration and vote-counting . 

This was made clear in the statement 

which six candidates submitted to the 

chairman of the parliament after the 

election. In this statement, the candi

dates discredited the registration and 

be opposed as the sham that they are. 

Instead, there must be struggle for real 

democracy with freedom of expression 

and the press, the right to organize trade 

unions and political parties, and abroga

tion of the Exceptional Military Law, to 

enable the masses in Jordan to exert 

their nationalist role in accordance with 

the freedom and independence of Jor

dan. e 












































